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The modern era of genomics has made sequencing a genome nearly routine. 

Genomics has amassed huge amounts of somatic and disease mutation data, as a result, 

the character sequence of the human genome has been extensively studied.  This 

information is having an impact on the standard of care in the clinical sphere, with an 

increasing number of patients and clinicians turning to sequencing data as a determinant 

of treatment regimen.  Knowledge of human protein coding genes and gene expression 

patterns is extensive, though not absolute.  Venturing outside the relatively well-defined 

protein-coding regions of the genome, much is undetermined.  Genome wide association 

studies (GWAS) have identified many genetic polymorphisms in non-coding regions on 

the genome that contribute to disease risk.  Understanding the mechanisms by which a 

non-coding polymorphism can cause a phenotype demands an understanding of the 

physical organization and structure of chromatin in the eukaryotic nucleus. 

Gene expression data from primary gliolbastoma multiforme tumors (GBM) has 

uncovered the existence of four molecular subtypes, which affects prognosis and 

response to treatment. With the goal of gaining an understanding of transcriptional 
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regulation in brain cancer, we profiled post-translational modifications of histone H3 in 

primary GBM tumors using ChIP-seq, and profiled gene expression in these tumors as 

well. We used a hidden Markov Model approach to abstract common co-occurrences of 

histone modifications into chromatin states.  We were able to identify signatures 

consistent with known chromatin regulatory motifs, such as enhancers, and a bivalent 

state, marked by an active and repressive histone modification.  These states regulated 

expression in a subtype-specific manner, with the proneural subtype showing a protective 

signature, and the mesenchymal and classical subtypes presenting a signature of invasive 

cellular migration and angiogenesis.  The bivalent and enhancer states controlled a gene 

expression signature strongly suggestive of glioma stem cells (GSCs), the cells thought to 

be self-renewing in GBM.  

As part of profiling gene expression in primary GBMs, we performed RNA-

sequencing in primary normal human astrocytes and six GBM-derived commercially 

available cell lines.  We identified widespread differences in expression between tumors 

and cell lines, as well as a gene interaction network that is common to tumors and cell 

lines, dominated by chromatin remodelers and Rho guanine exchange factors.  

Finally, in a pilot study of 400 patients with atrial fibrillation (AF), we identified 

several SNPs associated with probability of success of cardiac ablation, a surgical therapy 

for AF.  We propose that examining the local topology between a SNP of interest and any 

long-range contacts will help identify regulatory regions that allow a non-coding SNP to 

have an effect on gene expression, and thus phenotype. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction  

Since the first complete sequence of the human genome in 2003, sequence 

variation (and its relationship to phenotype) has been the focus of many genotyping and 

whole genome sequencing studies [1].  Indeed, sequence variation controls a large 

proportion of genetic events that can result in phenotypic changes.  While the relationship 

between coding regions and phenotype is generally well understood, the mechanism of 

how genetic variation in noncoding regions of the genome effects changes in phenotype 

remains obtuse [2].  Given that the adult human body contains over 200 distinct cell 

types, all derived from a single genome, at some level the mechanisms controlling cell 

fate and differentiation must be epigenetic in nature [3].  The effects of genetic 

polymorphisms in noncoding regions require genomic context to elucidate the 

mechanisms at play.  This same genomic context can support efforts to identify the 

epigenetic mechanisms controlling cell fate and differentiation. 

Projects such as ENCODE have amassed a large amount of data defining genome-

wide profiles of DNA binding proteins, such as transcription factors, chromatin 

modifiers, and histone post-translational modifications.  The initial data was derived from 

immortalized cell lines, and this data allowed for identification of patterns in DNA-

binding proteins across multiple cell types [4].  Cell lines, both immortalized and 

primary, allow for identification of genetic pathways and epigenetic processes governing 

development and cell differentiation, including cancer development.  However, cell lines 

are imperfect models for primary tissue [5, 6].  Thus there is a necessity to understand the 
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epigenetic contribution to transcriptional regulation in uncultured tissue. What remains to 

be elucidated is an intimate understanding of how epigenetic signals, such as methylation 

or histone modifications, control cell fate in the adult as well as the developing embryo.   

THE ORGANIZATION OF CHROMATIN WITHIN THE CELL NUCLEUS 

Chromosomal domains; active and repressed compartments 
In any given cell type, which genes are silent or expressed is determined in part 

by structure in the nuclear compartment. Chromosomal painting has revealed that the 

DNA from individual chromosomes tends to cluster together; each chromosome can also 

be divided into active and inactive sections [7].  Inactive regions of the genome were first 

identified by the presence of dark regions near the inner nuclear membrane.  These highly 

compacted regions are termed heterochromatin, and they are transcriptionally silent [8]. 

Undifferentiated cells, such as embryonic stem cells, contain minimal inactive regions of 

this type, with the majority of their chromatin being “open” and accessible to the 

transcriptional machinery [9].   

During the process of cellular differentiation, genes are successively silenced and 

heterochromatin appears at the nuclear periphery; this is also true for induced 

pluripotency [10].  These processes result in two compartments in differentiated cells: an 

“A” compartment, which contains active and open chromatin, and a “B” compartment, 

which contains highly compacted, silent chromatin, and localizes near the nuclear 

periphery (Figure 1.1).  The B compartment is specifically marked by methylation of the 

K9 residue on histone H3 [11], or by methylation of the K27 residue on histone H3 [12].  

These repressive marks promote compaction and specifically restrict access of the 
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transcriptional machinery to the chromatin. The A compartment, in contrast, is 

specifically marked by trimethylation of the K4 residue of histone H3, as well as several 

other “activating” histone modifications, discussed in detail below. 

Looping and topologically-associated domains (TADs) 
Beneath the macro scale localization of chromosomes and compartments in the 

nucleus, there are topologically associated domains, or TADs.  These range from 100 

kilobases (kb) to several megabases (Mb) in size, and represent regions of chromatin that 

tend to interact with one another.  TADs are important in timing the replication of large 

genomes [13], and in determining the functionality of enhancers, regulatory regions that 

drive the expression of distal genes. Potential mechanisms of action for noncoding 

somatic polymorphisms can be reduced in scope by considering what genes, SNPs, and 

regulatory regions are present on the same TAD.  Regions that are linearly far away may 

be topologically close if they’re located within the same TAD [14].  TADs can localize to 

the A or B compartments discussed above, and dimers of the multifunctional insulator 

binding protein CTCF define their boundaries [15].  In this context, CTCF defines large 

loops of active or repressed chromatin, with the elements contained on a given loop being 

more likely to interact, and be in the same compartment. 

The 10nm fiber: “beads on a string” 
When nuclear cell extracts are treated with a high salt solution and examined 

under high magnification, there is an appearance of circular beads on a string of DNA. 

The beads are nucleosomes – a nucleosome is a complex of eight histone proteins, and 
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147bp of DNA is wound around each complex, or octamer [16].  Since DNA is net 

negatively charged, it binds easily to the nucleosome octamers, which are net positively 

charged.   Histone proteins have long terminal tails, which protrude from the nucleosome 

core and can be chemically modified at certain residues [17].  These chemical 

modifications are key to understanding the compartmentalization and function of 

chromatin in detail [18]. 

 

Figure 1.1:  Hierarchical regulation of the eukaryotic genome 

Cartoon model of hierarchical levels of chromatin regulation.  In the eukaryotic cell 
nucleus, chromosomes are organized into domains.  Within these domains, there are “A” 
and “B” compartments.  The lower inset into the nucleus indicates the tightly compacted 
organization of nucleosomes in the “B” compartments. The upper inset into the nucleus 
illustrates the organization of nucleosomes in the “A” compartment.  The A compartment 
is then unwound into the 10nm fiber of nucleosomes connected by linker DNA, and 
finally into naked DNA, with one methylated cytosine indicated in green, as well as a TF 
binding site (for the multifunctional regulatory protein CTCF). 
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THE NUCLEOSOME AS A FUNCTIONAL UNIT OF TRANSCRIPTIONAL REGULATION 

The histone code; histone tails are enriched for PTMs 
Each nucleosome octamer contains four histone peptides (H3, H2A, H2B and H4) 

present in two copies each in a nucleosome octamers.  Each peptide can be extensively 

chemically modified (Figure 1.2).  As in other proteins, lysines, arginines, serines and 

threonines are commonly post-translationally modified.  Because they are the most 

numerous, and also the most studied, the effect of histone H3 modifications on 

transcription and regulation of the genome is best understood at present [19].  These 

modifications can generally be grouped into activating and repressive modifications, 

which are specifically read and written onto the histone tails by a specific broad class of 

enzymes termed “chromatin remodelers.” It should be noted that there are non-canonical 

histone variants, which can switch into nucleosomes in particular cellular contexts, such 

as H2A.X in DNA double strand break repair [20].   

Active chromatin, histone modifications and chromatin modifiers 
There are several modifications to histone H3, which result in a generally active 

state where the DNA underlying the chromatin can be transcribed. Tri-methylation of the 

K4 residue is mediated by the Trithorax complex, which was first discovered in 

Drosophila, and acts in opposition to the Polycomb repressor complex, discussed in the 

next section.  In humans, there are six SET-domain methytransferases that can establish 

H3K4 trimethylation [21, 22]. The K4 residue can also be mono or di-methylated – 

monomethylation is specific for enhancer regions when combined with K27 acetylation 

[23].  Dimethylation specifically marks nucleosomes proximal to transcription factor 
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binding loci [24], and tends to mark cell-type specific genes [25].  Mono- and di-

methylation is catalyzed by the methyltransferase KMT2D that appears to be specific in 

this function [26]. 

Acetylation of histone 3 lysine residues 9 and 27 produces open chromatin. 

Acetylation of the positively charged lysine residue reduces some of the affinity of the 

local DNA for based on charge and produces a more open and accessible conformation of 

the chromatin [27].  K27 acetylation marks promoters and active enhancers [28], and is 

also a predictor of developmental state [29], while K9 acetylation broadly reflects 

promoter regions [30], and selectively marks regulatory elements such as active 

enhancers [31].   

Acetylation is mediated by histone acetylases (HATs), which are frequently 

members of large multiprotein complexes that mediate effects on transcription, such as 

the SAGA complex [32].  Histone deacetylases, or HDACs, reverse lysine acetylation 

and are generally associated with repressive activity [33].  HATs and HDACs can have 

different catalytic specificity depending on their co-interacting proteins, so their 

specificity in vitro may not match their specificity in vivo. 

Repressed chromatin, histone modifications and lysine demethylases 

Silenced chromatin tends to accumulate near the nuclear periphery and is more 

compact than active chromatin. Trimethylation of the K9 or K27 residues of histone H3 

is indicative of silenced chromatin, and this silencing is governed by two distinct 

mechanisms: the Polycomb repressor complex 2 (PRC2) mediates K27 trimethylation, 
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Figure 1.2: The modified nucleosome: common histone PTMs 

Each of the eight histone peptides in a nucleosome octamer can be chemically 
postranslationally modified (PTM) at multiple positions.  The six histone modifications 
illustrated in Chapter 2 are shown on the histone H3 tail in colored text.  Common PTMs 
of other histone tails are displayed in black.  P; phosphorylation, Ub; ubiquitylation, Cit; 
citrullination, Ac; acetylation, Me; methylation, Me1; mono-methylation, Me3; tri-
methylation. 
 
and SUV39H1 catalyzes K9 trimethylation [34].  The PRC2 complex selectively silences 

genes temporally during development [12], and interacts with Polycomb repressor 

complex 1 to prevent DNA methylation of cytosines at these sites.  As DNA methylation 

is generally silencing in nature [35], this is an indicator that polycomb silenced promoters 

are not permanently silent [36, 37].  Heterochromatin is also established during 

development, and is more strongly associated with the nuclear periphery than polycomb 

silencing [8].  The H3K9 methyltransferase KMT1C works in concert with a H3K4 

demethylase (KDM5A) to maintain gene repression, so silencing of genes is not a passive 
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process [38].  When polycomb or heterochromatin silencing is aberrantly removed from 

adult cells, or from tissue specific stem cells, cancer can be the result [39, 40]. 

GENOMIC APPROACHES TO STUDYING CHROMATIN STRUCTURE 

Chromatin-immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing (ChIP-seq) 
Given the massive number of proteins that bind to and modify DNA in some 

fashion, understanding their genome-wide binding patterns is important to understanding 

resulting gene regulatory effects. ChIP-seq allows for identification of the binding 

profiles of chemically modified histones, transcription factors, and components of the 

transcriptional machinery, such as RNA polymerase II (Figure 1.3).  Coupled with RNA 

sequencing, ChIP-seq is a powerful technique for studying how DNA binding proteins 

regulate transcription of the genome [41].   

However, it is a complex technique highly dependent on antibody specificity, and 

specific post-processing quality checking to determine where true binding signal exists 

[42].  When experiments are performed in primary tissues, chromatin degradation can be 

a serious issue that results in a low signal to noise ratio. As such, data derived from ChIP-

seq experiments should be quality checked according to the parameters in the Methods 

section of Chapter 2, and any novel antibodies used for this technique should be validated 

using a successive Western blot and IP-Western to ensure the immunoprecipitation 

process is enriching for the protein or proteins of interest. 
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Figure 1.3: Chromatin immunoprecipitation overview 

Chromatin immunoprecipitation uses formaldehyde to induce covalent cross-linkages 
between DNA and any bound proteins.  The cytoplasm (and any acellular components) is 
removed, and the nuclei are lysed using a gentle detergent and sonication.  From this 
mixture of fragmented chromatin, a specific DNA-protein complex is pulled down using 
an antibody specific to that protein or chemical modification.  The protein:DNA:antibody 
complexes are recovered using agarose beads coated with protein A (a bacterial protein 
that binds the constant region of an antibody).  The bound DNA is purified by reversing 
the formaldehyde cross-linkage, then digesting the protein away using proteinase K.  The 
purified DNA is then sequenced after library preparation.  See the Methods section in 
Chapter 2 for a more detailed protocol. 

Chromatin Conformation Capture and "C" based methods 
 To gain an understanding of the topology of chromatin in the nucleus, Chromatin 

Conformation Capture (3C, [43]) and related “C” techniques identify interactions 

between two loci that are topologically close (but may be linearly distant).  The original  
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Figure 1.4: Circular Chromatin Conformation Capture & sequencing (4C-seq) 

4C-seq identifies long-range interactions between a single locus of interest and all other 
points on the same chromosome.  After cross-linking with formaldehyde, the nucleus is 
lysed, and the chromatin is gently digested using sequential restriction digestion with a 4 
bp restriction site, followed by ligation to create circles of DNA that are topologically 
close and may interact.  Most of the interactions will occur within a Mb of the locus of 
interest, but some will be much further away. The statistical burden to ensure interactions 
occurring over a very long distance are non-random is high, which is why interactions 
between two chromosomes are rarely validated. 
 
technique (3C) could validate a single long-range interaction (e.g. between a distal 

enhancer and promoter pair), while Hi-C interrogates all chromatin interactions across the 

genome on an “all by all” scale [44].  The large size of many mammalian genomes means 

for Hi-C sequencing data to be fine resolution, it must be sequenced very deeply, an 
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expensive prospect.  More tractable is 4C-seq (Figure 1.4, [45]), which looks at all long-

range interactions originating from a single locus.  Since the number of possible 

interactions interrogated is much smaller than for Hi-C, sub-kilobase resolution of long-

range contacts can be established inexpensively. This technique, coupled with ChIP-seq, 

can elucidate plausible mechanisms of action for genetic polymorphisms in noncoding 

regions of the genome by identifying long-range interactions and the different types of 

regulatory complexes or proteins that can be brought into proximity by those interactions.  

Genomic context is important; the chromatin interactions that may dictate an effect in one 

tissue will not necessarily be present in all tissues in the body, and experiments must be 

designed carefully to compensate for these confounds. 
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Chapter 2: Bivalent chromatin domains in glioblastoma reveal a 
subtype-specific signature of glioma stem cells 

 
Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) can be clustered by gene expression into four 

main subtypes associated with prognosis and survival, but enhancers and other gene 

regulatory elements have not yet been identified in primary tumors. Here, we profiled six 

histone modifications and CTCF binding as well as gene expression in primary gliomas 

and identified chromatin states that define distinct regulatory elements across the tumor 

genome. Enhancers in the mesenchymal and classical tumor subtypes drive gene 

expression associated with cell migration and invasion, while enhancers in proneural 

tumors control genes associated with long-term survival in GBM. We identified for the 

first time in GBM, bivalent domains marked by activating and repressive chromatin 

modifications. Interestingly, the gene interaction network from common (subtype-

independent) bivalent domains was highly enriched for homeobox genes and 

transcription factors, and dominated by the SHH and Wnt signaling pathways. This 

subtype-independent signature of early neural development may be indicative of poised 

de-differentiation capacity in glioblastoma, and could provide potential targets for 

therapy.  

INTRODUCTION 
Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is an aggressive primary brain tumor that 

accounts for 52% of all malignant primary brain neoplasias. The median time of survival 

with treatment is 14.6 months; only 5% of diagnosed individuals will survive five years 
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from diagnosis [46, 47]. Given the dismal prognosis of GBM, many studies have focused 

on analysis of whole-genome/exome sequencing and gene expression data from primary 

GBM tumors to identify common gene mutations and expression profiles. These studies 

identified 4 molecular subtypes of GBM – classical, mesenchymal, neural, and proneural. 

These data have been invaluable in identifying genes and gene pathways that drive the 

development of GBM, and the identified subtypes predict some aspects of patient 

prognosis and response to treatment [48]. However, the underlying chromatin context 

that regulates gene expression programs in primary GBM tumors is largely unknown. 

Given that GBM lesions are developmentally plastic, and can change certain aspects of 

their cellular identity, understanding how they vary with regard to their chromatin 

structure will enable identification of key genes and regulatory motifs controlling 

differentiation capacity in GBM.  

While several studies have quantified single histone modifications in GBM-

derived cell lines, none of these studies have been performed in uncultured primary 

tissue, and few have looked at patterns derived from multiple histone modifications in the 

same cell line or tumor [49-53]. These studies established the general trend that 

repressive modifications (particularly polycomb silencing) are globally reduced in GBM, 

and active modifications (such as H3K4me3, H3K9ac, H3K27ac) are generally increased 

across the genome in GBM. This lack of data hinders efforts to conclusively identify and 

characterize the cell types that give rise to glioblastoma tumors.  Indeed, a recent 

chromatin profiling study to identify enhancers revealed cell-type of origin in 

medulloblastoma, but no comparable dataset currently exists for GBM [54]. 
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In this study, we sought to categorize regulatory regions of the genome in primary 

GBM tumors by profiling six post-translational modifications of histone H3, and binding 

of the multifunctional insulator binding protein CTCF, in conjunction with gene 

expression profiling of the same tumors. We used a HMM-based approach [55] and 

identified combinations of chromatin marks that defined distinct regulatory elements 

across the genome (Figure 2.1a). The resulting model encompassed 21 chromatin states 

that identified known regulatory elements such as enhancers and promoters, and 

identified bivalent regions in tumors for the first time. We were able to annotate any state 

in this model with matched expression data, generating a context-dependent view of gene 

expression that also identified regulatory regions that may control gene expression 

indirectly. 

We were able to obtain nine glioblastoma multiforme tumors and two anaplastic 

astrocytoma tumors for this study.  While the sample number was smaller than desired, 

each experiment performed (seven IPs per tumor, plus RNA sequencing) integrates data 

from millions of cells derived from the same homogenized tumor material.  Thus, while 

the data are not as clean as cell lines, or single-cell data, each experiment interrogates the 

genome of millions of cells derived from the same tumor.   

RESULTS 

Gene expression in tumors recapitulates clinically distinct GBM subtypes 
GBM tumors are highly heterogeneous [56], and tumors were homogenized 

before processing, so the data are representative of bulk tumor, as opposed to any specific 

population of cells.  To ensure that the tumors we used for chromatin profiling  
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Figure 2.1: Bulk tumors represent the known molecular subtypes in GBM. 

(a) Overview of our approach. We profiled histone modifications and used ChromHMM 
[55] to produce a model of chromatin states, and associated distinct chromatin states with 
gene expression profiles from the same tumors. 
(b) The panel on the left displays microarray data used by TCGA to establish molecular 
subtypes in GBM [58]. Data were hierarchically clustered on both axes using Spearman’s 
rho. The right hand panel displays RNA sequencing data generated in this study. The 
gene order is the same as on the left, but tumors were hierarchically clustered as above. 
 

represented clinically valid GBM tumors, we analyzed gene expression profiles from the 

same tumors that were used for ChIP-seq. We performed RNA-seq from all primary 

tumors, as well as several commonly used GBM-derived cell lines and two independent 
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lines of primary normal human astrocytes. After alignment, gene expression was 

quantified over protein coding genes using the GENCODE annotation for hg38 [57] 

(Methods).  Using the 836 subtype classifier genes identified by TCGA [58], these data 

were plotted as a heatmap. 

We found the same basic groups and expression patterns as in the TCGA tumors 

despite having many fewer tumors, and using RNA-seq to profile gene expression as 

opposed to the microarray analysis used previously by TCGA (Figure 2.1b). Thus, the 

tumor tumors that we used for chromatin profiling represent authentic and clinically 

relevant GBM subtypes. This comparison allows us to address heterogeneity in tumors as 

well.  As we do not have access to pathology reports derived from the samples used in 

this study, we are unable to know the percentage of tumor (as opposed to stromal, or 

infiltrating) material in each sample.  However, TCGA tumor samples were screened to 

have at least 80% tumor material present [58].  Given that our RNA-seq data cleanly 

replicates the TCGA subtype data, this indicates that the tumors analyzed in this study are 

similarly enriched for tumor material, and are not compared predominantly of stroma or 

infiltrating immune cells.  While we could clearly detect the mesenchymal, classical and 

proneural subtypes, we did not detect any neural subtype tumors. The neural subtype is 

less common than the other 3 subtypes and there is some debate regarding whether the 

neural subtype is a distinct molecular subtype in GBM [48, 59, 60].  

Two meningioma tumors clustered with the classical GBM subtype and were not 

used in subsequent analyses. GBM cell lines differed widely from the tumors in their 

gene expression patterns, and thus are not an accurate model of primary tumor lesions for 
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genome-wide profiling studies. When we clustered all the tumors on the 836 subtyping 

genes identified by TCGA, three groups were evident: tumors, normal human astrocytes, 

and GBM-derived cell lines (Figure 2.2).  

Global profiling of histone modification reveals biologically relevant patterns 
To profile regulatory chromatin states in GBM, we developed a protocol to 

perform ChIP-seq in fresh-frozen primary GBM tumors (Methods) and concurrently 

sequenced the RNA derived from these tumors. We profiled four active histone 

modifications (H3K4me1, H3K4me3, H3K9ac, H3K27ac) and two repressive histone 

modifications (H3K27me3, H3K9me3) as well as the multifunctional insulator binding 

protein CTCF. Transcribed genes such as calmodulin (CALM1) displayed active histone 

modifications (Figure 2.3a), while transcriptionally silent genes such as keratin 72 

(KRT72) showed broad repressive marks (Figure 2.3b). Genome-wide, active or 

repressive marks and CTCF binding clustered together, with tumors showing a given 

mark generally clustering together (Figure 2.3c,d). Thus, the biological state of the 

chromatin rather than tumor identity determined the clustering of datasets, indicating that 

our profiling data was reflective of the underlying chromatin state.  

To systematically identify distinct chromatin states in the tumor genomes, we first 

called ChIP-seq peaks in each tumor, then used ChromHMM [55] to build a 21-state 

model of combinations of histone modifications across the genome (Methods).  To focus 

on epigenetic states in GBM, we used only profiling data from GBM tumors to generate 

the model. Based on known associations of histone marks and CTCF binding with 

regulatory activities, we identified several functionally distinct chromatin states in the  
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 Figure 2.2: Expanded subtyping and clustering data, including GBM-derived cell lines. 

Clustering of RNA-seq data over the 836 TCGA subtyping genes in Figure 2.1 for all 
samples, both tumors and GBM-derived cell lines. Tumors were hierarchically clustered 
using Spearman’s rho, with cuffnorm-derived FPKM values (Methods).  Tumor color 
corresponds to subtype. 
 
tumor genome [3, 28, 61]. There were several promoter and enhancer-like states, 

including an active enhancer state, polycomb and heterochromatin silenced states (Table 

2.1). Interestingly, the 21-state model revealed the existence of a bivalent state marked by 

active H3K4me3 and repressive H3K27me3 modifications. Such bivalent states were first 

identified in embryonic stem cells (ESCs) [62], and have been identified in glioblastoma 

derived cell lines [63, 64] but to our knowledge, this is the first time they have been seen 

to exist in primary GBM tumors. A view of the ChIP-seq signal surrounding a given  
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Figure 2.3: Epigenetic profiles in GBM tumors. 

(a) Active chromatin over the promoter region for calmodulin (CALM1), which is highly 
expressed in the tumor GBM7. Region displayed: chr14:90,391,001-90,427,000 on the 
hg38 assembly. (b) A polycomb-repressed region, marked by H3K27me3, in the same 
tumor as a over the gene KRT72, which encodes a keratin protein. Region displayed: 
chr12:52,580,318-52,607,332 on the hg38 assembly. (c) A clustered correlation heatmap 
of all chromatin profiles generated in this study. Pairwise correlation coefficients across 
the 33,188 genomic loci with measurable signal in at least 15 experiments are shown, 
with clusters of chromatin marks indicated by the text. (d) Heatmap of normalized ChIP-
seq signals in the same genomic loci shown in c. Both genomic loci (vertical) and 
experimental tumors (horizontal) were hierarchically clustered. 
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state median 
cov 

total 
cov CTCF K9ac K27ac K4me1 K4me3 K9me3 K27me3 class  

1 0.18% 3.33% 1.1% 0.1% 0.2% 0.8% 0.0% 99.4% 0.8% heterochromatin   
2 0.00% 0.43% 4.4% 2.0% 0.0% 11.6% 99.7% 99.2% 0.0% repressed   
3 0.54% 3.56% 2.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 99.2% 0.0% 0.0% h3k4me3   
4 0.36% 2.09% 0.0% 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0% 0.1% 0.0% weak promoter   
5 0.05% 0.44% 7.1% 99.3% 0.0% 99.1% 100.0% 0.1% 0.1% weak promoter   
6 0.09% 0.80% 8.7% 99.5% 99.9% 99.3% 99.9% 0.2% 0.7% strong promoter   
7 0.54% 1.80% 0.0% 99.7% 99.9% 0.0% 100.0% 0.2% 0.0% promoter   
8 0.14% 1.31% 4.0% 99.3% 99.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% weak enhancer   
9 0.07% 0.66% 4.0% 99.4% 99.2% 99.3% 0.0% 0.1% 0.1% weak enhancer   

10 0.06% 0.58% 4.3% 99.0% 0.0% 99.1% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% weak enhancer   
11 0.26% 2.90% 1.4% 0.0% 0.0% 98.4% 0.0% 0.8% 0.1% Inact. enhancer   
12 0.07% 0.80% 1.7% 0.0% 99.0% 99.2% 0.0% 8.2% 0.2% enhancer   
13 0.51% 5.17% 1.2% 0.0% 97.9% 0.0% 0.0% 2.1% 0.0% h3k27ac   
14 0.06% 1.41% 3.3% 0.0% 99.4% 7.1% 99.7% 31.3% 0.0% weak promoter   
15 0.04% 0.56% 4.0% 0.0% 30.3% 99.1% 99.6% 0.1% 0.0% weak enhancer   
16 0.09% 0.85% 5.8% 37.3% 19.0% 10.7% 84.6% 25.9% 99.4% bivalent   
17 0.36% 4.76% 0.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.2% 0.0% 4.1% 98.1% polycomb   
18 95.15% 98.97% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% no signal   
19 0.47% 4.17% 3.9% 98.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% h3k9ac   
20 0.08% 0.42% 100.0% 97.0% 63.3% 0.0% 99.3% 0.3% 0.2% wk prmt + ctcf   
21 0.24% 1.31% 99.8% 0.5% 0.6% 0.3% 2.7% 0.1% 0.0% ctcf binding   

Table 2.1: A 21-state model of chromatin states in the GBM genome.   

The above table represents the output of ChromHMM for a model with 21 states.  The 
“median cov” indicates the median percentage of the hg38 genome covered by that state 
for any tumor, while “total cov” indicates the maximum coverage of that state over all 
tumors. Columns 4-10 indicate the proportion of a given state marked by each chromatin 
mark. 
 
chromatin state in a tumor showed that globally, the identified states faithfully reflected 

the underlying combinations of histone marks (Figure 2.4). At individual loci, the 

identified states captured the appropriate combination of marks corresponding to different 

types of functional elements such as promoters and enhancers, or silenced 

heterochromatin regions (Figure 2.5).  Although expression across the states was 

variable, any state with a repressive mark was associated with a statistically significant 

reduction in expression compared with other states (Figure 2.6a). 
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Figure 2.4: Epigenetic signal surrounding four chromatin states in GBM4. 

The above image represents the sequencing signal (aligned reads) from four histone 
modifications as well as RNA sequencing surrounding four chromatin states.  Each 
square is 20kb wide – 10kb upstream and 10kb downstream of the center of the 
chromatin state locus.  Several thousand individual regions were surveyed for each 
chromatin state, and the y-axis sort order is the same across each row.  The promoter state 
is sorted by the H3K4me3 signal, the enhancer state is sorted by the H3K4me1 signal, 
and the bivalent and polycomb states are sorted by the H3K27me3 signal.  The aggregate 
number of reads across the center 2kb determines the sort order for each state. 
 

We used whole genome bisulfite sequencing data from TCGA GBM tumors to examine 

DNA methylation levels corresponding to each state. The polycomb and heterochromatin 

silenced states were highly methylated, reflecting their transcriptional inactivity. 

Interestingly, although the genes nearest enhancers were highly expressed, the enhancers 

themselves were highly methylated (Figure 2.6b).  While methylation is generally 

considered to be silencing [35], WGBS is unable to distinguish between methylation and  
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Figure 2.5: A view of 877 kb on chromosome 1 for the tumor GBM8 

The figure above illustrates 7 ChIP-seq tracks, RNAseq, chromatin states and gene 
annotations. Below, a close-up view of chromatin states showing, from left, a weak 
enhancer, a promoter, and a heterochromatin-silenced region over a lncRNA of unknown 
function. Region displayed on the hg38 assembly: chr1:18,621,857-19,499,690. 
 

5-hydroxymethylation (5hmC) of cytosine residues. Enhancers and gene bodies are 

specifically marked by 5hmC in ES cells [65, 66] and in GBM [67]. Using regions of 

high 5hmC from Johnson et al., [67] our enhancers are enriched for 5hmC compared to 

promoters (t-test; P = 6.212e-07), bivalent regions (P = 4.08e-09), polycomb silenced 

regions (P =1.866e-09),  and are enriched compared to background levels in the genome 

(P = 2.778e-12) (Figure 2.7a). Genes corresponding to bivalent states were not 

expressed, and bivalent loci showed lower levels of methylation than polycomb and 

heterochromatin silenced regions. CTCF binding sites were associated with high levels of 

methylation, consistent with previous reports [68]. 
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Figure 2.6: Expression and methylation across 4 chromatin states. 

(a) Average expression of genes closest to each of the four states displayed in Figure 2.4. 
Normalized FPKM counts across all tumors were derived from cuffnorm (Methods). 
(b) Average methylation across each of the states in Figure 2.4. Fractional methylation 
levels were derived from WGBS data in GBM and intersected with our data using 
bedtools intersect. 
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Figure 2.7: 5hmC signal over enhancers, enhancer distance to genes, average expression 
of enhancer-associated genes by tumor. 

(a) 5-hydroxymethylation data from Johnson et al. [67] over five chromatin states from 
the model, promoter, enhancer, bivalent, polycomb and no signal (state 18, background). 
(b) Boxplots by subtype displaying the data on distance from enhancers to the closest 
proximal gene; the distances displayed are only from enhancers that are not located 
within a gene body.  
(c) Average expression of genes proximal to enhancers in each tumor. FPKM calculated 
as before, and tumors are colored by subtype.  
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GBM enhancers are located predominantly within introns and intergenic regions, 
and contain degenerate STAT/Klf/SP family motifs 

 Table 2.2: Enhancer counts for this dataset 

Active enhancers varied widely in number among tumors, with a median number 

of 3,640 (Table 2.2). Though expression levels for genes associated with enhancers 

varied across tumors, there were no statistically significant changes in expression across 

tumors or subtypes or in the average distance to a gene (Figure 2.7b,c). Generally, 

enhancers localized within or upstream of gene bodies. The vast majority of enhancers in 

any given tumor were located in introns. The genomic distribution of enhancers that we 

identified in GBM tumors [54] and one from enhancers defined in cell lines by ENCODE 

[69] (Figure 2.8a).  

We used MEME-ChIP [70] to identify de novo motifs overrepresented in 

enhancers in each tumor. These motifs were largely degenerate, and bore resemblance to 

motifs for several families of transcription factors, such as a TTYCY short motif, with 

some similarity to KLF and STAT-like binding motifs (Figure 2.9). Other short motifs 

resembled portions of the NFATC2 DNA-binding region, with representation by several 

 GBM1 GBM2 GBM3 GBM4 GBM5 GBM6 GBM7 GBM8 GBM9 AA1 AA2 

Active 
enhancer 
(State 12) 

3640 5658 33 8077 2191 5091 1783 4135 6401 1906 1908 

Inactive 
enhancer           
(State 11) 

11745 25828 1095 40921 9245 12332 17169 3260 14065 5951 9960 

H3K27ac 
peaks 30979 62605 38262 44629 40024 49276 42779 60416 31341 34406 36431 

H3K4me1 
peaks 17437 45473 3324 59145 12890 22190 25253 9375 23910 13420 17183 
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ETS-family transcription factors (EHF, ETV2). Several less degenerate 6-8 mers motifs 

strongly resembled primary and secondary binding sites for the AP2 transcription factor  

family, as well as TCF3, ASCL2 and TCF5. The observed motifs indicate that enhancers 

are enriched for binding of transcription factors controlling cellular proliferation and 

immune response. 

Enhancers are subtype-specific and control genes involved in cell-cell contacts 
The enhancer state in our model is defined by co-localization of H3K27ac and 

H3K4me1 (Figure 2.4, Table 2.2).   This is a chromatin-based definition of enhancers, as 

opposed to the more classical definition of regions that can drive lacZ or gal4 expression 

in an animal model.  Properly, these regions are putative enhancers, as they are untested 

for driving expression of a reporter gene in an animal model, though analysis of matched 

expression data indicates genes affiliated with an enhancer do have higher expression 

than genes associated with a promoter alone (Figure 2.6). 

Some transcriptional activity originated from these regions, but in a less defined 

manner than that from promoter regions (Figure 2.4). 1,817 enhancers, which covered 

1,227 genes, were present in at least 3 out of 11 tumors and we defined this set as our 

“common enhancers”. 307 of these genes were strongly enriched for pathways that 

mediate cell-cell interactions such as cell adhesion and cell-cell adherens junctions 

(Figure 2.8b). These enrichments were driven by many groups of genes, such as laminins 

(LAMA5, LAMB3), cadherins, (CDH1, CDH4), integrins (ITGA11, ITGB5), catenins 

(CTNNA1, CTNND1, CTNND2), cell adhesion molecules (CADM1, HEPACAM, 

NCAM1, NRCAM), myosins (MYO1E, MYH9, MYH10) and actinins (ACTN1, ACTN4). 
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Figure 2.8: GBM enhancers regulate gene expression in a cell-type specific manner.  

(a) The distribution of enhancers identified in this study across defined elements in the 
genome (Methods), compared with two external enhancer datasets: Common and 
differentially regulated medulloblastoma enhancers [54] and Dragon DB enhancers 
defined by ENCODE in cell lines [69]. (b) Functional enrichment for genes associated 
with enhancers in at least 3 tumors. Benjamini adjusted P-values provided by DAVID 
[71] are shown to the side of each bar, with the shading proportional to the significance. 
(c) Heatmap of gene expression from the 307 enhancer associated genes with a functional 
annotation in a. (d) A 140 kb genome browser view of the region surrounding the gene 
PODXL. This enhancer is subtype-specific, and is much stronger in the MES/CL tumors 
(indicated by purple bars, with the enhancer region in MES/CL tumors outlined by a red 
dashed rectangle). The hg38 coordinates of the region shown are: chr7:131,500,691-
131,640,269. 
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Figure 2.9: Sequence motifs in enhancers. 

De-novo motifs identified by MEME-ChIP for each tumor. The first column indicates the 
tumor, followed by the number of enhancer regions that were analyzed. Within each 
motif entry, we list the P-value of the motif identified, then the number of occurrences of 
that motif, on the lower left and lower right of each panel, respectively. The upper right 
hand corner indicates the most similar motif identified by TOMTOM. The first four 
motifs identified by MEME are listed first, and the fifth column lists the most significant 
motif identified by DREME, a program focused on identifying shorter motifs de novo. 
DREME and TOMTOM are programs in the MEME suite [70], which was used for this 
analysis. 
 

These 307 genes with a DAVID annotation from Figure 2.8b were split between 

proneural (PN) and mesenchymal/classical (MES/CL) tumors, with genes expressed in 
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PN tumors being minimally expressed in the MES/CL tumors and vice versa (Figure 

2.8c). Of these 307 genes, 33 were on the TCGA list of subtype genes [48]. This includes 

five genes significantly upregulated in the proneural tumors (EPHB1, MAPT, NCAM1, 

KIF21B, STMN1), and two genes that are significantly up in the MES/CL tumors (EGFR, 

OSBPL3), in addition to 26 genes that are not statistically different across the two sets. In 

total, we identified 274 novel genes associated with GBM that are controlled by an 

enhancer in at least 3 tumors. The subtype specificity of enhancers was often visually 

evident, as with the gene PODXL, which showed strong enhancer signals and expression 

in the MES/CL tumors, but much weaker enhancer signals and expression in PN tumors 

(Figure 2.8d). 

Bivalent regions are enriched for hedgehog signaling and developmental genes 

Table 2.3: Bivalent domain counts for this dataset  

The model identified a bivalent state (state 16, Table 2.3) predominantly defined 

by co-localization of H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 (Figure 2.4). Transcription from this 

state was slightly higher than a polycomb silenced state, but lower than genes near active 

promoters or enhancers (Figure 2.4, Figure 2.6). There were 2,027 frequently bivalent 

regions that were present in at least 5 tumors, and these regions covered 1,510 distinct 

 GBM1 GBM2 GBM3 GBM4 GBM5 GBM6 GBM7 GBM8 GBM9 AA1 AA2 
Bivalent 

(State 16) 1719 1367 824 2638 1661 2202 4532 3615 10565 5514 1789 

Polycomb 
(State 17) 4472 6672 19861 10841 7635 6791 43376 17833 43885 22159 4348 

H3K4me3 
peaks 54308 29580 38949 45845 23378 32594 29330 32866 41956 34173 33639 

H3K27me3 
peaks 4947 7975 20709 12068 8553 7538 48672 19630 48136 25331 5129 
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genes (Methods). 840 of these genes showed strong enrichment for pattern specification, 

regionalization, embryonic development and transcription factor activity (Figure 2.10a) 

and clustered with a PN versus MES/CL division in gene expression, similar to 

enhancers. Frequently bivalent regions were divided in expression by subtype and fell 

into 2 groups: Group 1 contained genes that were expressed in MES/CL tumors and were 

often bivalent in PN tumors, and Group 2 showed largely the reciprocal pattern (Figure 

2.10b, Figure 2.11). For example, Group 1 contained many genes in the HOXB locus 

that were bivalent in PN tumors but expressed in MES/CL tumors (Figure 2.10c). 

To identify regions that were bivalent in a subtype independent manner in GBM, 

we examined bivalent regions common to at least 8 out of 11 tumors, and identified 467 

regions, which covered 381 unique genes. 68 of these 381 genes (17.8%) were homeobox 

genes, a highly significant enrichment given that only 1.25% of all genes are homeobox 

genes (P < 2.2 e-16, Fisher’s Exact Test). Moreover, there were 127 transcription factors 

(33.3%) among the 381 commonly bivalent genes, an equally significant enrichment (P < 

2.2 e-16, Fisher’s Exact Test) compared to the 10% of all genes that are transcription 

factors. The occurrence of homeobox genes and transcription factors is thus likely to 

represent a functional attribute of bivalent chromatin domains in GBM. The bivalent 

regions were characterized by punctate H3K4me3 marks, with H3K27me3 more broadly 

distributed across the region (Figure 2.10c). The commonly bivalent genes were highly 

interconnected, with 192 of the genes connected through StringDb [72]. 30 genes were 

not connected to the main network, so the primary network comprises 162 nodes. Using 

HumanNet, 176 of the nodes were connected (AUC = 0.612; P  = 1.54e-12) [73]. The  
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Figure 2.10: Bivalent regions underlie Wnt and SHH signaling in GBM. 

(a) Functional enrichment for genes associated with bivalent domains in at least 5 tumors. 
FDR adjusted P-values provided by DAVID are shown above each column, with the 
shading proportional to the significance. (b) Heatmap of gene expression from the 840 
genes with DAVID annotations in a, demonstrating clustering of PN and MES/CL 
tumors with regard to gene expression. The genes are sorted based on the ratio between 
average FPKM values across PN and MES/CL groups. (c) A genome browser view of a 
90 kb region on chromosome 17, encompassing the HOXB cluster of genes. From top to 
bottom, tracks show chromatin states, genes, RNA-seq, H3K4me3 binding, and 
H3K27me3 binding. Proneural tumors (green bars) are bivalent, while 4 out of 6 
MES/CL tumors (purple bars) show expression over this region. The hg38 coordinates of 
the region shown are chr17:48,539,612-48,628,935. 
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Figure 2.11 Expression and chromatin signal for bivalent domains and associated genes. 
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Figure 2.11 Expression and chromatin signal for bivalent domains and associated genes. 
 
(a) Gene expression data in FPKM, separated by subtype and by bivalent group as shown in 
Figure 2.10b; Group 1 genes are expressed in MES/CL tumors and bivalent in PN tumors, 
Group 2 indicates genes that are expressed in PN tumors and bivalent in MES/CL tumors.  
(b) As in a, but data have been broken out by tumor.  
(c) Chromatin signal data for H3K4me3 and H3K27me3, separated by subtype and by 
bivalent group as shown in Figure 2.10b.  
(d) As in c, but data have been broken out by tumor. 
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Figure 2.12: Interconnectivity between genes identified as bivalent in at least 8 tumors.   

StringDb [72] was used to identify edges between nodes, and Cytoscape [74] was used to 
make the resulting plot. The number of connected edges scales with node size. The seven 
most common functional gene classes are colored, with a legend at the bottom of the 
panel; TF = transcription factor, RTK = receptor tyrosine kinase. 
 
resulting network is dominated by SHH and IHH, with WNT1, GATA-family 

transcription factors (GATA2, GATA3, GATA4, GATA6), and the growth factor FGF10 

forming additional hubs (Figure 2.12). The presence of bivalent chromatin domains in 

cancer may indicate de-differentiation towards a more stem-cell like phenotype. 

DISCUSSION 
Although gene expression profiling of primary tumors suggests 4 molecular 

subtypes – classical, mesenchymal, neural and proneural – detailed phenotypic and 

molecular characterization of glioma stem cells (GSCs), which are thought to be the 

tumor initiating cells in glioblastoma, reveal two distinct subtypes of GSCs, 

corresponding to the mesenchymal and proneural types [75]. Strikingly, the genes 

targeted by the enhancers and bivalent chromatin states that we identified in primary 
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tumors also separate them into two groups corresponding to the GSC-based classification 

of GBM. Moreover, genes targeted by enhancers appear to regulate pathways that are 

differentially active in the two GSC subtypes.  

Many enhancer-associated genes that were significantly upregulated in MES/CL 

tumors promote cellular invasion and angiogenesis, a hallmark of mesenchymal GSCs 

[76, 77]. For example, PODXL (Podocalyxin-like) promotes cell migration, and its 

overexpression in GSCs is associated with a poor outcome [78]; MMP11 (Matrix 

metalloprotease 11) cleaves the extracellular matrix, and promotes tumorigenesis and 

cellular invasion [79]; S100A16 (a Ca++ binding protein) promotes the epithelial-to-

mesenchymal transition (EMT) in breast cancer [80]; the protein kinase FAM20C is a 

marker of mesenchymal GSCs and promotes proliferation in triple-negative breast cancer 

[81]; LMO2 (LIM Domain Only 2) promotes erythropoiesis and angiogenesis [82, 83], 

and is also a marker of GSCs [76, 77].  Integrin alpha 11 (ITGA11) is highly expressed in 

invasive triple negative breast cancer cells [84], and is involved in the tumorigenicity of 

non-small cell lung cancer [85]. 

Conversely, many enhancer-associated genes significantly upregulated in PN 

tumors were associated with increased survival. The AKT3 isoform of AKT is inversely 

correlated with malignancy in GBM [86, 87], while dynamin-1 (DNM1) is associated 

with long-term survival in GBM [88]. Tenascin R (TNR) promotes the assembly of 

perineuronal nets, which stabilize synapses in the adult brain [89, 90]; in embryonic stem 

cells, it promotes differentiation into the neuronal lineage [91]. Neural cell adhesion 

molecule 1 (NCAM1) is involved in neuron-neuron interactions in the brain, and when 
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repressed, the Wnt/β-catenin pathway is activated and cellular invasion increases in vitro 

[92]. KCNIP3 interacts with potassium voltage gated ion channels, and is a negative 

regulator of N-cadherin processing [93], which may indicate an anti-cancer effect, given 

that N-cadherin expression is important for cancer cell metastasis [94].  

The differentially expressed genes MICAL2, STMN1 and MYH10 are indicative of 

cellular proliferation and cytoskeletal destabilization in PN tumors. MICAL2 destabilizes 

F-actin in both neural and non-neural cells [95] and is associated with EMT and actively 

metastasizing cancer cells; when knocked down in vitro, this effect is abrogated [96]. 

Stathmin-1 (STMN1) destabilizes microtubules, and its expression is increased in 

infiltrative astrocytomas [97], when STMN1 is inhibited, cell proliferation is reduced, and 

cell cycle arrest is observed in vitro [98]. The unconventional non-muscle myosin 

MYH10 is upregulated in PN tumors; unconventional myosins play a large role in control 

of cytoskeletal remodeling in support of lamellipodia spreading [99], as well as collagen 

synthesis [100]. Additionally, MYH10 is important for moving the nucleus of a cell 

through tight spaces during migration to generate force [101]; this process is an important 

aspect of glioma invasion [102].  

Many genes adjacent to frequently bivalent regions could be placed into two 

groups showing the same reciprocal relationship in expression between MES/CL and PN 

tumors as observed with enhancer-associated genes (Figure 2.8c, Figure 2.10b, Figure 

2.11). Thus, many Group 1 genes active in MES/CL tumors, such as COL6A2, SMOC2, 

ITGB2, FOXC2 and HOXB3 have been associated with angiogenesis, cellular migration 

and invasive growth. In primary and metastatic brain tumors, COL6A2 expression is 
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associated with angiogenesis [103]. SMOC2 is associated with endothelial cell 

proliferation and angiogenesis [104] and a Wnt-associated signature of stemness in 

intestinal crypt cells [105], which is required for progression of colon cancer [106]. 

ITGB2 is involved in cellular migration, particularly of leukocytes along endothelial cell 

walls, which has implications for metastasis [107]; when mutated, it is associated with 

increased risk of glioma [108]. The Wnt signaling pathway transcription factor LEF1 

regulates stem cell renewal in GBM [109], and does this through activation of Wnt 

signaling [110]. The transcriptional activator FOXC2 induces EMT [111, 112], enhances 

cell invasion and proliferation in GBM [113], and increases angiogenesis in a HUVEC 

model system [114]. The transcription factor HOXB3 promotes invasiveness in prostate 

cancer [115], and when degraded, the cancer stem cell phenotype in ER+ breast cancer is 

inhibited [116].  In MES/CL tumors, the Hh target gene GLI1 is highly expressed, and is 

an indicator of reduced survival in GBM [117]. The high expression of GLI1 in the 

MES/CL group drives high expression of its target gene MDM2, a ubiquitin ligase which 

degrades TP53 [118]. 

Some Group 2 genes active in PN tumors were protective. For example, ICAM5 is 

an intracellular adhesion molecule that regulates interactions between neurons and 

microglia [119, 120], and it is often repressed in colon cancer [121]. Another Group 2 

gene, SLIT2, provides axon guidance in the developing forebrain, and patients with SLIT2 

positive gliomas show better survival [122].  LINGO1 is a negative regulator of 

myelination in oligodendrocytes [123, 124], and when inhibited in NSCs, the neuron 

lineage doesn’t mature [125]; it promotes apoptosis after neural injury by inhibiting 
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WNK3 kinase [126]. 

However, other Group 2 genes highly expressed in PN tumors were strongly 

suggestive of GSCs. Notable among these was OLIG2, a lineage specific transcription 

factor for oligodendrocytes that is required for proliferation of GSCs [127, 128]. OLIG2 

regulates PDGFRA [129], which was also a Group 2 bivalent gene highly expressed in 

PN samples, and its expression is associated with an improved prognosis [130], though 

PDGFRA is also required for gliomagenesis [131].  Fibroblast growth factor 9 (FGF9) is 

a mitogen consistently expressed in human gliomas [132]; in ovarian cancer, FGF9 

expression is associated with activation of the Wnt and Hh signaling pathways [133]. 

Genes marked by bivalent chromatin in 70% of GBM (8/11 tumors) were highly 

interconnected and formed a network dominated by Wnt (WNT1, WNT2B, WNT6), and 

hedgehog (SHH, IHH) signaling, HOX and homeobox genes, and transcription factors. 

This bears strong similarity to signatures of bivalent chromatin both in embryonic stem 

cells, where the opposing active and polycomb repressed marks poise genes for 

developmental expression, as well as in cancer stem cells (CSCs) [62, 134, 135].  WNT5B 

was recently identified as vital for differentiation and cell growth in GSCs [139]. 

Expression of HOX gene loci in GBM is associated with a stem-cell signature of self-

renewal and resistance to chemotherapy [136-138].  The enrichment for bivalent marks 

over HOX gene loci correlates with these findings, and indicates that bulk tumor may 

have some pre-existing activating histone modifications of GSC-relevant loci. However, 

true bivalent loci marked by H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 have not been identified 

previously in primary GBM tumors. Unexpectedly, the bivalent signature associated with 
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GSCs, which comprise a small fraction of the overall tumor, was instead observable in 

the bulk tumor. 

Wnt and Hh signaling regulate EMT, invasion and proliferation in cancers, and 

certain components of these pathways were expressed in the GBM tumors profiled here. 

However, the master regulators IHH, SHH, and WNT1 were nearly always silent, but 

poised for expression. The large number of transcription factors and homeobox genes that 

were commonly bivalent suggests a rapidly deployable program that allows for an Hh 

and Wnt-mediated transcriptional response that may drive the production of multipotent 

stem cells from more differentiated bulk tumor cells. Many of the genes expected to be 

signatures of GSCs specifically were highly expressed in unsorted tumor in a subtype 

specific manner, indicating that the genetic pathways necessary for GSC programming 

are present in any given GBM tumor cell.   The Wnt and Hh pathways offer many 

opportunities for therapeutic intervention [140-142], and it is possible that activating the 

bivalent domains, perhaps using combinations of epigenetic modulators, could expose 

vulnerabilities in tumors that can then be targeted in a subtype specific manner. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Chromatin immunoprecipitation in solid tumors and cell lines 

All patients provided informed consent, and this study was approved by the 

Institutional Review Boards of St. David's Medical Center and of the University of Texas 

at Austin. Tumor tumors were collected during surgical resections as part of the standard 

of care, and only excess tissue that was not used for pathological analysis was used in this 
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study. Tumors were immediately placed in a cryotube (Nalgene, Corning, NY) and flash 

frozen in liquid nitrogen after removal from the operating suite. Each tumor tumor was 

homogenized by crushing in a liquid nitrogen cooled Biopulverizer (BioSpec Products, 

Bartlesville, OK) mortar and pestle until particles were sub-millimeter size. A 10 mg 

sample of this powder from each tumor was reserved for RNA extraction and placed at -

80°C. The homogenized tumor tissue was separated into aliquots by weight in sterile 15 

mL conical tubes, and then suspended in PBS (Gibco, Life Technologies, Carlsbad CA) 

mixed with 10 µg/mL PMSF (Roche, Basel, Switzerland) in isopropyl alcohol, with 1% 

formaldehyde for cross-linking. Tumors were cross-linked for 15 minutes, rocking at 

room temperature, then washed with PBS + PMSF two times, centrifuging at 4°C, 500 g 

in between washes. Cross-linked tumors were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at 

-80°C until processing.  

Samples were lysed in two steps to produce a crude preparation of nuclei. On ice, 

samples were resuspended in Farnham’s lysis buffer (5 mM PIPES, 85 mM KCl, 0.5% 

NP-40), using 1 mL of buffer per IP. Tissue was dissociated into a single cell suspension 

using a 15 mL glass dounce (Wheaton), then incubated on ice for 10 minutes. Cells were 

centrifuged at 1200 g at 4 degrees for 10 minutes, and the pellet of mostly pure nuclei 

was gently resuspended in RIPA buffer (1x PBS, 1% NP-40, 0.5% Na Deoxycholate, 

0.1% SDS) with protease inhibitors (COmplete EDTA-free tablets, Roche, Basel, 

Switzerland) to lyse for 10 minutes, again on ice, 500 µL RIPA per IP. The crude lysate 

was aliquoted (500 µl/tube) into polystyrene 15 mL conical tubes, and the tumors were 

sonicated in an ice bath, 30 seconds on, 60 seconds off, high intensity (Bioruptor, 
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Diagenode, Denville, NJ). Sonication continued for 4 ten-minute cycles, with ice being 

replaced after each cycle. Tumors were centrifuged at 500 g at 4°C for 2 minutes to 

collect condensate, then transferred to microcentrifuge tubes and centrifuged at maximum 

speed (21000 g) for 15 minutes at 4°C.  

Supernatant was transferred to fresh tubes, and volumes were brought up to 1 mL 

using RIPA buffer. For IP samples with rabbit antibodies, we used 30 µl of packed 

protein A beads per IP (Roche, Basel, Switzerland) as follows. Beads were washed three 

times in PBS plus 5 mg/mL BSA and protease inhibitors, with a 30 second centrifugation 

at 100 g in between washes. For each IP, 60 µl of resuspended beads in fresh wash 

solution were added, and samples plus beads were rocked for 30 minutes at 4°C. Samples 

were centrifuged at 100 g to pellet the beads, and the supernatant was transferred to a 

new tube. An input sample was removed at this stage (100 µl, 10% of total input) and 

antibodies were added for overnight incubation and rocking at 4°C. We performed the 

following IPs for each tumor: CTCF (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA, 07-729), 

H3K4me3 (EMD Millipore, 07-473), H3K4me1 (EMD Millipore, 07-436), H3K27me3 

(EMD Millipore, 07-449), H3K9ac (EMD Millipore, 07-352), H3K9me3 (abcam, 

Cambridge, MA, USA, ab8898), H3K27ac (abcam, ab4729), using 10 µg of antibody per 

IP.  

After the overnight incubation, we prepared protein A beads as before and added 

60 µl of beads to each IP. Tumors plus beads rocked for an hour at 4°C, followed by six 

successive washes performed at 4°C. Each wash rocked for five minutes and beads were 

pelleted as described previously. Washes were performed in the following order: 2x low 
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salt buffer (0.1% Na Deoxycholate, 1% Triton X-100, 1 mM EDTA, 50 mM HEPES (pH 

7.5), 150 mM NaCl), 1x high salt buffer (0.1% Na Deoxycholate, 1% Triton X-100, 1mM 

EDTA, 50 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 500 mM NaCl), 1x lithium chloride buffer (250 mM 

LiCl, 0.5% NP-40, 0.5% Na Deoxycholate, 1 mM EDTA, 10 mM TrisCl (pH 8.1)), 2x 

Buffer TE (10 mM TrisCl (pH 8.1), 1 mM EDTA).  

To elute the antibody/DNA complexes from the beads, we resuspended the 

washed beads in 250 µl of freshly made 1% SDS and 0.1 M NaHCO3 buffer, and did the 

same with the frozen input sample. We rocked the samples for 15 minutes at 25°C, then 

collected the supernatant in a fresh tube and repeated the bead elution with an additional 

250 µl of buffer. From here, we added 20 µl of 5M NaCl to each sample, and incubated 

the samples for at least 4 hours at 65°C in a water bath to reverse the formaldehyde cross-

linking. We either froze the samples at -20°C or directly proceeded to the below steps for 

DNA extraction. 

Samples were brought to 25°C and any residual RNA was removed by adding 5 

µl 0.5 mg/mL RNase A to each tumor, then incubating for 30 minutes at 37°C. To digest 

proteins, we added 20 µl of 1 M Tris at pH 6.8, 10 µl 0.5 M EDTA, pH 8.0 and 3 µl 20 

mg/mL Protease K to each tumor, then incubated them at 55°C for one hour. Samples 

were extracted with phenol-chloroform and precipitated with ethanol. We resuspended 

the DNA pellet in 15 µl sterile DNase and RNase free water (Ambion), and quantitated 

the DNA using a Qubit and Qubit HS DNA kit (Q32851, Life Technologies, Carlsbad 

CA, USA). 
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qPCR ChIP enrichment quantification and primers 
To independently verify ChIP enrichments, we performed qPCR using positive 

and negative controls, as well as an input standard curve. We based the input standard 

curve on the percentage of input signal, and diluted the 10% input samples to produce 

data points at 1%, 0.1%, 0.01%, 0.001% and 0.001% (1:10, 1:100, 1:1000, 1:10000, 

1:100000 dilutions, respectively). This was used to calculate a fold enrichment of the IP 

sample relative to input. Sequences for all primers used in this study are located in Table 

2.4, below. We used Power SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (4367659, Applied 

Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) in 5 µl reactions and ran all plates on a ViiA7 RUO 

Real-Time PCR system located in the DNA Core facility at UT Austin. 

Primer name Sequence 
Size 
(bp) Amp. region hg38 Function 

K4me3-1F AGCATCAGGCCGTCAGCACA 78 
chr8:144,791,510-
144,791,587 

active chromatin 
positive control 

HK4me3-1R TGCTGTGCTCGCAACTTCGC       

K4me3-2F ACAGCATCCATGGCACCAACCC 150 
chr1:52,404,778-
52,404,927  

active chromatin 
positive control 

K4me3-2R AAATGGGCCACAAGGGGGCT       

CTCF-F 
TGGCAATGTTTTGAAAGCTG 

61 
chr13:98,840,224-
98,840,284 

CTCF positive 
control 

CTCF-R ACACCGCACTCCTTACTTGC       

H3K4me1-F GAAGAACAGGGAATGGCAAA 
77 

chr8:119,982,737-
119,982,813 

H3K4me1 
positive control 

H3K4me1-R GCCCTTCCCAGATAAAAAGC       

H3K27me3-F TATGGTTGATTGCCTCGACA 
68 

chr1:37,631,891-
37,631,958  

H3K27me3 
positive control 

H3K27me3-R AATGCTGCAATTAAAGGCAAA       

NegCtrl-F 
GCAAGAGTCCTGGGTGAGAG 

89 
chr17:11,279,138-
11,279,226 

negative (no 
binding) control 

NegCtrl-R CGATGACAGTGCTTCTCTGG       

Table 2.4: qPCR primers used in this study. 
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Library preparation and sequencing 

After quantitating the total DNA from each IP and assessing qPCR enrichment at 

positive control target sites, we prepared libraries according to the New England Biolabs 

NEBNext library prep kit (E6240L, New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA), with 

several changes to improve efficiency. We performed adapter ligation before size 

selection, we used Bioo adapters (514103, Bioo Scientific, Austin, TX, USA), and 

Ampure XP beads (A63881, Beckman-Coulter, Brea, CA, USA) in place of columns to 

do all reaction purifications and size selections. Generally, we also adjusted the number 

of cycles of PCR amplification to be as low as possible, often 6-8 cycles if feasible. Our 

sequencing was performed using standard Illumina chemistry on a HiSeq 2500 in either 

the Genome Sequencing facility at MD Anderson Cancer Center at Science Park 

(Smithville, TX) or the UT Austin Genome Sequencing and Analysis Facility (GSAF). 

Alignment and peak calling in ChIP-seq data 

Illumina paired-end sequencing of ChIP-seq libraries produced datasets for 7 

marks: 6 histone marks (H3K4me1, H3K4me3, H3K9ac, H3K9me3, H3K27ac, 

H3K27me3) and the CTCF transcription factor, for 11 tumors. Sequencing of input 

libraries was also performed for each tumor. BWA (v0.7.12-r1039)[143] was used to 

align all ChIP-seq and input sequence data.  All reads were hard-trimmed to 50 bases, 

and the aln and sampe commands from BWA were used to align the data to the hg38 

(GRCh38) assembly from GENCODE version 24.  We used the MarkDuplicates tool 
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from the Picard suite (v1.123) (http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard) to flag duplicate 

sequences. 

Given that ChIP-seq data can be variable from experiment to experiment with 

regard to signal depth, signal to noise ratio and read duplication levels, we used the 

Phantompeakqualtools v2.0 [144] tool from ENCODE.  This tool reports a normalized 

strand cross-correlation coefficient (NSC), and we recorded this value while allowing 0, 1 

or 2 duplicate reads.  From this analysis, we determined that allowing 1 duplicate read 

resulted in the best tradeoff between adequate signal strength (indicated by an NSC value 

of at least 1.05) and minimizing signal covariance across each set of tumor experiments. 

To identify enriched regions (peaks) in our ChIP-seq data, we utilized the 

MACS2 (v2.1.1.20160309)[145]  callpeak function.  We specified a relaxed P-value 

threshold of 0.01, and allowed one duplicate read per locus (keep-dup=2), with each 

ChIP-seq sample being paired with its input control library.  We removed any peaks 

falling in genomic regions with high signal due to high copy number differences [146] 

using bedtools intersect with the –v option.  Additionally, we removed low-complexity 

regions using the “Duke Excluded Regions” and “DAC Blacklisted regions” tracks from 

the UCSC genome browser 

(http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgibin/hgTrackUi?hgsid=334775099&c=chrX&g=wgEncodeMa

pability) and lifted these regions over to the hg38 genome assembly [147]. 

After initial peak calling, statistics were gathered; these included peak counts at a 

wide range of MACS2-reported Q-value and fold enrichment (FE) levels, and total 

coverage of the hg38 genome for each FE level.  P-values and Q-values were strongly 
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affected by sequencing depth for an experiment; we found that FE was more robust and 

less variable as a measure to define signal thresholds across each set of experiments.  

Based on peak counts and genome coverage at several FE thresholds, we selected three 

significance thresholds: high (FE 6+), target (FE 4.5+) and low (FE 3.5 or 4).  The 

MACS2-generated “narrowPeak” format files were converted it a custom BED9+ format, 

with P-value and Q-value fields, FE, peak rank among all peaks in that experiment, and a 

significance level designator.  All reported results in this study were generated using the 

peaks at the target level (FE 4.5+).  We chose the above FE thresholds to balance 

between variance in FE across mark sets and genome coverage.  At the target FE 

threshold, most Q-values were < 0.01, with all being < 0.05. 

Finally, we used the MACS2 bdgcmp signal processing tool 

(https://github.com/taoliu/MACS/wiki/Build-Signal-Track) to generate genome-wide 

signal tracks.  We used the linear-scale fold-enrichment method to compute per-base 

scores (-m FE).  This process produced bigWig files which represent sequencing depth 

normalized fold enrichment of ChIP-seq peaks over input signal.  These were loaded into 

the UCSC Genome Browser [148] and visualized on the hg38 genome assembly to 

produce figures.  To prepare the data for building a model using ChromHMM, we 

collected the target level peaks (FE 4.5+) and bedtools merge was used on each 

individual bed file to combine any overlapping peak regions (v2.25.0)[149]. 

Chromatin states: systematic identification of histone co-localization 
From the above merged consensus peaks for each experiment, we used 

ChromHMM v1.12 [55] to build our 21 state model, using only tumor data (11 tumors, 7 
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experiments per tumor, 77 total datasets used). We made a table of tumors and 

experiments and binarized our bed file peak data using the BinarizeBed functions, with 

the  “-center” and  “-peaks” options set. With our data binarized, we used the 

LearnModel function, with multithreading and iterations set to “-p 16 -r 200” with 21 

states on the hg38 assembly. We assessed the genomic coverage of each state using 

bedtools coverage on hg38. Finally, we re-affiliated our model states with peak fold 

enrichment scores by using bedtools intersect for each tumor and model state. To 

understand which genes are regulated by which states, we used the GENCODE [57] 

annotation, version 24, and used bedtools closest to identify the distance between 

chromatin states and the most proximal protein coding genes. For enhancers, we analyzed 

the closest gene even if it was very far away (1 Mb or greater), but for bivalent regions, 

the closest gene (and thus the bivalent domain associated with it) was not analyzed unless 

the distance was less than 500 bp. 

Assessing gene enrichments for common enhancer and bivalent states using DAVID 

In order to assess enriched pathways and terms for our common enhancer and 

bivalent domains, we utilized DAVID 6.8 [71]. We identified enriched terms using 

functional annotation clustering. The DAVID terms in Figure 2.8c and Figure 2.10a 

were derived from functional annotation clustering as follows. For each functional 

annotation cluster, the term encompassing the largest number of genes while still having 

a significant P-value by the Benjamini correction was chosen, and an additional term 

could be chosen from any given cluster if the terms did not describe redundant features. 
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Annotation clusters were skipped if they appeared completely redundant to any previous 

cluster, or non-significant by Benjamini adjusted P-value of less than 0.05. This process 

was continued until at most 10 significant terms were identified. 

RNA sequencing in solid tumors and cell lines 

During the initial tissue processing, an approximately 10-15 mg sample of 

crushed tissue was set aside for RNA extraction. Tumors were removed from the -80° 

freezer, then 1 mL of TRIzol reagent (15596-026, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham 

MA, USA) was added to each tumor, and the standard TRIzol protocol was followed for 

RNA isolation. RNA concentration was quantified using the NanoDrop ND-1000 

(NanoDrop Products, Wilmington, DE, USA). The Ribo-Zero rRNA removal kit 

(MRZH116, Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) was used to remove ribosomal RNAs, and 

the resulting RNA was used to prepare single-end or paired-end libraries with the 

NEBNext small RNA kit for Illumina (E7300S, New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, 

USA). The resulting libraries were run on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 as above. Nearly all 

cell line experiments were represented by two biological replicates, although some were 

represented by three replicates (NHA, U87MG, A172). 

We began pre-alignment processing of RNA-seq data by removing any 3’ 

Illumina adapters from fastq reads using cutadapt (v1.10)[150]; any sequences shorter 

than 36 bases after trimming were discarded.  For experiments with fastq data from more 

than one sequencing lane, files were combined.  Reads from rRNA and tRNA were 

removed by aligning to a reference containing human rRNA and tRNA sequences using 
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BWA (v0.7.12-r1039)[143], then retaining sequences that did not align.  Tophat2 

(v2.1.0)[151] was used to align the remaining sequences in a transcriptome-aware 

manner, aligning to the hg38 (GRCh38) assembly, using GENCODE release 24 to build a 

comprehensive gene annotation set.  We used the MarkDuplicates tool from the Picard 

suite (v1.123) (http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard) to identify duplicate sequences in 

the resulting BAM files. 

We utilized the Tuxedo suite [152] to perform transcript FPKM quantification on 

RNA-seq datasets.  Each sample was quantified using cuffquant (cufflinks v2.2.1), using 

GENCODE version 24 annotations and specifying the –multi-read-correct and –frag-

bias-correct options.  The resulting cuffquant CBX files were gathered and processed 

together using cuffnorm (cufflinks v2.2.1), utilizing the geometric normalization method.  

We produced two sets of normalized data:  one for tumors and cell lines, and another for 

only tumors.  The resulting genes.fpkm_table files were used for subsequent FPKM 

expression analyses, including differential gene expression analysis. 

Assignment of TCGA subtypes to tumors 
To identify the TCGA molecular subtype of each tumor in this study, we 

extracted the ENSEMBL gene IDs from the 841 gene names from the TCGA subtyping 

study [58] (extracted from their supplementary file 

TCGA_unified_CORE_ClaNC840.txt).  Against our cuffnorm data we identified 743 

direct matches.  We identified another 92 matches using HGNC name information, as 

some gene identifiers had changed between hg18 (the genome version used for the 2008 

TCGA study) and hg38 (the version used in this study).  The final result was 836 
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matches.  FPKM values for the matching genes were extracted and ordered in the same 

manner as in the TCGA clustered data.  In R, we processed the resulting matrices as 

follows: missing or 0 values were replaced by the smallest R double precision value, the 

resulting matrix was log2 transformed, rows were median centered and complete 

Spearman pairwise correlation of columns was performed to identify a matrix of 

differences.  Finally, average-linkage hierarchial clustering was performed on the 

columns represented by the distance matrix – we assigned the TCGA subtypes 

mesenchymal, classical, and proneural to the tumors based on the three main branches of 

the resulting dendrogram. 

Differential gene expression analysis 
Based on the above assignment of TCGA subtypes to the samples used in this 

study, we performed differential gene expression analysis.  Based on enhancer and 

bivalent expression patterns, we identified genes differentially expressed between 

mesenchymal/classical and proneural tumors using cuffdiff (cufflinks v2.2.1).  We 

utilized the geometric normalization method, the pooled dispersion method, a minimum 

alignment count of 4, and the  multi-read-correct and  frag-bias-correct options.  Group 

assignments were as follows: mesenchymal/classical: AA1, GBM3, GBM5, GBM7, 

GBM8, GBM9; proneural: AA2, GBM1, GBM2, GBM4, GBM6. Genes described as 

significantly differentially expressed between mesenchymal/classical versus proneural 

are those marked as significant at Q-value <= 0.05 by cuffdiff. 
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Chapter 3: Differential expression in GBM tumors and GBM-derived 
cell lines 

 
Cultured cell lines derived from primary tumors have drastically increased 

mechanistic knowledge of cancer proliferation through their use as an in vitro model of 

many cancers.  However, the act of culturing tumor-derived cells long term introduces 

widespread genetic and epigenetic changes in cellular identity [5, 6].  These changes are 

caused in part by the lack of a stromal microenvironment in the case of solid tumors, such 

as cancers of the breast, brain, and thyroid [153].  Tumors are removed from their 

complex three-dimensional, often necrotic and/or hypoxic environment into an 

environment with a surplus of growth factors, including glucose, and passaged under 

atmospheric, not physiological oxygen levels.  We identified widespread gene expression 

changes in commercially available GBM-derived cell lines when compared to primary 

GBM tumors.  Of the 4945 genes that were significantly upregulated in GBM primary 

tumors, 394 are consistently expressed in the GBM-derived cell lines examined and are 

enriched for genes governing cell motility, as well as chromatin remodeler and kinases. 

INTRODUCTION 
In glioblastoma multiforme (GBM), cultured GBM-derived cell lines have existed 

since 1969 [154, 155], however recent studies have established that cultured glioma stem 

cells (GSCs) may be a better model of GBM [156, 157].  Cultured GSCs recapitulate 

certain aspects of tumor subtype – GSCs cultured from mesenchymal tumors have a gene 

expression pattern that reflects this subtype, and the same is true for proneural lesions as 
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well [81, 158-160].  Despite the existence of this improved in vitro model, establishing 

primary GSC culture from GBM tumors is not a trivial protocol [161-163].  As a result, 

many researchers continue to use decades old, commercially available GBM-derived cell 

lines.  Their culture conditions are simple (defined media and fetal bovine serum), and as 

a result there are thousands of publications that rely on the seven cell lines used in this 

study (counts from Pubmed searches for the following terms on 4/3/17: U87MG = 1613; 

T98G = 1074; A172 = 642; LN229 = 194; LN18 = 91; U118MG = 62; U138MG = 58).  

Many of these studies were published after 2015, so this is not just reflective of an older 

model being superseded by a new model over time.   

Despite the existence of superior in vitro models of GBM, much bench work is 

still reliant on a small group of immortalized cell lines. Given the widespread changes in 

cellular identity induced by cell culture [164], and the issues with reproducibility and 

relevance widespread in biomedical research [165], researchers need to be able to justify 

the use of a given cell line as a disease model.  Quantification of the differences between 

primary tumor samples and immortalized cell lines will allow for the more judicious use 

of these lines.  By understanding which genes and pathways in each cell line most closely 

resemble gene expression in primary tumors, experiments in these lines can be assessed 

for their clinical relevance in cultured GSCs or primary tumor samples. 

RESULTS 

There are 4945 genes that are significantly upregulated in tumors 
 As part of examining gene expression in cell lines to determine their suitability 

for subtyping (Figure 2.2), we examined gene expression across all protein-coding genes, 
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Figure 3.1: Tumor vs. cell line expression over all protein coding genes 

Spearman’s rho was used to cluster rows and columns over 32 RNA-seq datasets from 11 
brain tumors, two meningiomas, normal human astrocytes (NHA) and 7 GBM-derived 
cell lines available from ATCC.  Protein-coding genes were defined using GENCODE 
version 24.  For the cell line and NHA data, at least two biological replicates were used. 
 

in the 32 RNA-seq samples produced and described in Chapter 2.  The clustered 

expression matrix revealed stark differences in gene expression between primary tumors, 

normal human astrocytes and immortalized GBM-derived cell lines (Figure 3.1).  

Despite these gross differences, there are groups of genes in each cell line that mimic the 

expression pattern of primary tumors. 
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Figure 3.2: 4945 genes are upregulated in tumors compared to cell lines 
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Figure 3.2: 4945 genes are upregulated in tumors compared to cell lines 
 
(a) Box plot of FPKM gene expression values over the 4945 genes that were upregulated 
in tissue for all RNA-seq experiments. Data have been normalized to remove the 
confounds of sequencing depth using cuffnorm, and significantly upregulated genes were 
identified using cuffdiff, with a Q-value threshold of less than 0.05.   
(b) A heatmap of the log2 transformed data in a. An expression heatmap of 4945 genes 
significantly up in tumors, over all RNA-seq datasets.  Data are clustered using 
Spearman’s rho on rows and columns. 
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Given the visually obvious differences in expression between tumors and cell 

lines, we systematically identified differentially expressed genes across these groups 

using cuffdiff (Methods).  Using tumor samples as one group, and cell lines as another 

group, we identified 4945 genes that are significantly more highly expressed in tumors, 

and 1416 genes that are significantly more highly expressed in cell lines.  For the genes 

were significantly upregulated in tumors, the expression for the cell lines was much 

lower, but there was some overlap in the distribution (Figure 3.2a).  This indicates that 

the majority of tumor-specific genes are minimally expressed, but each cell line contains 

a subset of genes where expression is more similar to the tumors.  This trend is visible in 

the heatmap in Figure 3.2b. 

 To identify tumor specific genes that are expressed in the GBM-derived cell lines, 

we used the R package “reshape2” (https://github.com/hadley/reshape) to melt the cell 

line expression data into a “long” format, where rows represent all cell line-gene-FPKM 

combinations.  Since the median FPKM for tumor-specific genes was 3.7 across all 4945 

genes and 13 samples (Figure 3.2a), this cutoff was used to select cell line-gene-FPKM 

combinations.  This threshold resulted in 2025 genes where cell line expression is at least 

at or above the median tumor level of expression, and 2920 genes where cell line 

expression is below the median tumor expression (Figure 3.3). 

394 genes are highly expressed in all GBM-derived cell lines 
 Over the 2025 genes that are tumor-specific, but expressed in cell lines, the sets of 

genes specific to each cell line were identified.  Interestingly, 394 genes passed the 

threshold in all seven cell lines (Figure 3.4a,b).  These genes represent commonalities in 
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Figure 3.3: Identifying tumor specific genes expressed in GBM cell lines 

RNA-seq data from cell lines was separated into genes expressed above and below the 
median tumor FPKM for upregulated genes (3.7).   
(a) Box plot of FPKM values for tumors, and cell line data after filtering for gene-value 
pairs with an FPKM above 3.7.  
(b) A heatmap representation of the 2025 tumor specific genes that passed the FPKM 
threshold for cell lines. 
(c) The 2920 tumor-specific genes that didn’t pass the FPKM threshold (cell line 
expression is below the median) 
 

expression for all tumors and GBM-derived cell lines, so the genes and pathways may be 

the most reflective of primary tumor expression in studies that rely on these cell lines.  

The DAVID terms enriched in this set were diverse, and indicated common expression of 

GAP proteins, many of which are involved with cytoskeletal reorganization.  The large 

number of proteins containing pleckstrin homology-like domains [166], as well as SH3 

domains [167] and microtubule or cell junction interaction corroborates this signature 

(Figure 3.4c).  Many proteins containing RING/FYVE/PHD-type zinc fingers were E3 
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Figure 3.4: Identification of 394 genes expressed in all cell lines 
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Figure 3.4: Identification of 394 genes expressed in all cell lines 
 
(a) A heatmap of the 394 genes that were commonly identified as being above the 3.7 
FPKM threshold in Figure 3.3. 
(b) A boxplot of the data represented by the heatmap in a. 
(c) Enriched DAVID terms for the 394 genes represented in a and b. 
(d) Interactions between the 394 genes, as identified through StringDb [72].  This 
network comprises 167 nodes and 337 edges.  Node size is a function of the number of 
connected edges, and edge weight represents the confidence of the interaction between 
the two connected nodes.  Nodes highlighted in yellow have at least 10 connections. 
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ubiquitin ligases (RNF19A, DTX3, UBR3, MIB2, MARCH6) or chromatin remodelers.  

The chromatin remodelers contained both bromodomain proteins (BAZ2A, BAZ2B, 

BPTF) and histone modifying enzymes (ASH1L, PHF21A, KMT2C, KDM2A, KMT2E, 

HDAC6, EP300). 

 Given the overlapping DAVID terms, these genes were assessed for their 

interconnectivity using interaction data from StringDb [72].  The resulting network was 

highly interconnected, with 167 genes being interconnected by 337 edges (Figure 3.4d).  

The connectivity was distributed, with 14 genes having at least 10 edges.  These hubs 

formed three distinct groups: kinases and their effectors (FYN, EGFR, PTK2, PAK1, 

EPS15), chromatin remodelers/transcriptional regulators (EP300, NCOR2, HDAC5, 

POLR2A), and GTPase regulators and exchange factors (ABR, ARHGEF7, ARHGEF12, 

TRIO, ITSN1).   

DAVID enrichment for each GBM-derived cell line 
 We identified lists of tumor-specific genes above the FPKM threshold in each cell 

line.  From these lists we subtracted the 394 genes that are consistently up, described in 

the previous section, to avoid background from the genes and terms indicated in Figure 

3.4. Each cell line presented the “cell junction” and “pleckstrin homology-like domains” 

DAVID terms, but other terms seemed more specific (Figure 3.5).   

Normal human astrocytes (NHA), which are cultured but non-immortalized, were 

enriched for the immunoglobulin I-set and C2H2 zinc fingers.  The microglial cell line 

U87MG is enriched for C2 domains and presynapse formation.  The U138MG cell line 

(listed with U118MG as they are identical [168]) seems to have some specific enrichment  
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Figure 3.5: DAVID enrichment in each GBM-derived cell line. 

 
The 394 genes common to expression in all cells line were removed from the gene set for 
each cell line analyzed, and the remaining gene IDs were examined using DAVID 6.8.  
The top terms from the Functional Annotation Clustering tool were aggregated as 
described in the Chapter 2 methods, with no more than 10 significant terms being 
accumulated for any given cell-line. 
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for endocytosis and metal binding. LN18 only has the generic term “transcription” as a 

unique feature, while LN229 has enrichment for SH3 domains (along with U138MG) and 

positive regulation of GTPase activity.  A172 is enriched for membrane specific proteins 

and post-synaptic density, and the commonly used cell line T98G is enriched for the 

thyroid hormone signaling pathway.   Three groups (U118/U138, LN229, LN18) contain 

the term “WD40/YVTN domain”, which is a propeller shaped domain often used as a 

scaffold for large multiunit complexes [169]. 

DISCUSSION 
Although GSCs are an effective in vitro model for GBM, their specialized culture 

conditions indicate they are currently less likely to be used than commercially available 

cell line models of GBM.  These cell lines do not resemble primary tumors in their 

expression patterns (Figure 3.1), however, given their widespread use as models of 

cancer, it is useful to identify which genes are commonly expressed in tumors and cell 

lines.  Using the Tuxedo Suite [152], we identified 4945 genes significantly upregulated 

in primary GBM tumors, and examined which of these genes were expressed in each cell 

line (Figure 3.2, Figure 3.3). 

We identified 394 genes that were highly expressed in tumors and cell lines 

(Figure 3.4) and found the resulting gene interaction network to be highly and diffusely 

interconnected, with 14 genes having at least 10 connections.  These hub genes clustered 

into three groups: kinases, GTPase regulators and exchange factors, and chromatin 

remodelers.  Many of these genes have a prior association with GBM. 

The kinase hub genes (FYN, EGFR, PTK2, FAK1, EPS15) are all involved in 
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cellular migration and adhesion in some fashion.  EGFR is well known in GBM [170], so 

its presence is not surprising, however EPS15 is involved in the recycling of EGFR [171], 

and expression of EPS15 is associated with a favorable prognosis in breast cancer [172] 

and lung cancer [173].  The non-receptor tyrosine kinase FYN is necessary for cellular 

migration in GSCs [174], and is an effector of EGFR [175].  The tyrosine kinase PTK2 is 

involved in cell migration and motility, its inhibition reduces the aggressiveness of GBM 

cells [176].  Finally the serine-threonine kinase PAK1 (also known as P21) is involved in 

myriad aspects of cell proliferation and migration, and is also implicated in the 

invasiveness of GBM [177]. 

 The genes annotated as chromatin remodelers (EP300, NCOR2, HDAC5, 

POLR2A) are a mixed group, with some being activators and others repressors.  EP300 is 

a histone acetylase, and drives cellular differentiation, and its expression in GBM is 

associated with an improved prognosis [178].  Nuclear co-repressor 2 (NCOR2) promotes 

chromatin condensation, and when targeted by an antagonistic microRNA (miR-100), 

cell proliferation is reduced [179].  In breast cancer, NCOR2 expression is associated 

with resistance to anti-estrogen therapies, such as tamoxifen [180].  Expression of 

HDAC5 is positively correlated with survival in GBM [181], but in other cancers, 

expression is associated with cellular proliferation and metastasis [182-185].  The 

presence of RNA polymerase II alpha subunit (POLR2A) is likely indicative of cells that 

are actively proliferating, but its ubiquity as part of the transcriptional machinery means 

that further associations are difficult to ascertain. 

 Of the GAP and GEF proteins (ABR, ARHGEF7, ARHGEF12, TRIO, ITSN1), two 
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have a strong association with GBM.  TRIO is a Rho GEF involved in actin-cytoskeleton 

reorganization, and mediates the invasive behavior of GBMs [186, 187].  ITSN1 acts as a 

GEF for CDC42, and is essential for GBM proliferation [188].  ABR and ARHGEF7 have 

no documented cancer associations, however ARHGEF12 regulates cell morphology and 

invasion [189], particularly with regard to colorectal cancer [190]. These hub genes 

indicate cross talk between pathways mediating cytoskeletal reorganization, chromatin 

modification and cellular proliferation. 

 For genes specific to each cell line, the DAVID enrichments are relatively non-

specific, but capture many genes.  From a pathway perspective, cell junctions, pleckstrin-

homology domains, and GTPase activity or GEF terms indicate that cellular migration 

and cytoskeleton remodeling are important forces governing growth in these lines.  While 

the terms are the same, the genes associated with terms differ somewhat by cell line, thus 

this data should be valuable for determining which cell line to use in an experiment, 

given the genes or pathways of interest.  The vast majority of DAVID terms are not 

unique to a single cell line – most occur in at least three datasets (Figure 3.5).  While 

each cell line contains tumor specific genes that are also specific to expression in that cell 

line, the number of gene identifiers is low (less than 100) such that there is insufficient 

statistical power for any resulting DAVID term to be significant.  

 In summary, we have determined that the expression of primary GBM tumors and 

immortal cell lines derived from GBM tumors are widely divergent.  A small subset of 

genes in each cell line align with expression of 4945 tumor-specific genes, and 394 of 

these genes are common to all seven cell lines examined in this study.  To extend this 
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analysis, obtaining and normalizing GSC and additional GBM expression data will 

further define changes in gene expression with regard to comparing primary tumors and 

cultured material.  As certain immortal GBM-derived cell lines have been cultured as 

neurospheres [191, 192], comparison with these data would also indicate how using 

advanced culture conditions can improve the clinical relevance of commercially available 

cell lines. 

Cultured cell lines provide a powerful and flexible system for validating the 

activity and effects of genes, mutations, and pathways identified in clinical cancer data.  

As tumor samples are generally precious and limited in supply, cell lines provide an easy 

way to interrogate cellular response when various genetic pathways are manipulated.  

Cultured cell lines also provide ample source material for validating the activity of 

enhancers and other genomic elements using techniques like luciferase assays.  These 

methods are invaluable for validating initial results from clinical pathology and mutation 

analysis.  However, given the widespread differences in expression evident when 

comparing clinical tumor samples to cultured cell lines, careful thought must be given to 

how cell lines recapitulate models of disease. 

Glioma stem cells (GSCs) and other “sphere” based cultured methods use more 

complex cultured conditions than most immortalized lines.  These conditions are more 

expensive and time-consuming to maintain, but also result in a much more biologically 

relevant model system, especially with regard to testing therapeutic options.  However, 

immortalized cell lines, when cultured in standard conditions, are excellent workhorses 

for validating cell proliferation in the context of pharmacological inhibitions.  Given this, 
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a dual use model of in vitro cell line use may make the most sense.  Use immortalized 

cell lines to rapidly screen for compounds of interest, but validate the most promising 

findings in a more complex model of GSCs (or the appropriate “sphere” culture model 

for the cancer or tissue under study). 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
RNA sequencing and analysis, differential gene expression analysis, and DAVID 

annotation of functional terms were performed as described in the Chapter 2 Methods 

section. 

Cell lines and culture conditions 
The following cell lines were purchased from ATCC (Manassas, VA, USA): 

U87MG (HTB-14), U138MG (HTB-16), U118MG (HTB-15), LN18 (CRL-2610), 

LN229 (CRL-2611), T98G (CRL-1690).  Upon arrival in the lab, frozen vials were 

revived as specified by ATCC, and cells were cultured according to standard conditions 

specified by ATCC.  Approximately 10 million cells were harvested at approximately 

70% confluency for RNA extraction as described in Chapter 2 Methods. 

Normal human astrocytes (NHA) were purchased and cultured as specified (CC-

2565, Lonza Inc, Allendale, NJ, USA).  RNA sequencing was performed when NHA1 

was at a population doubling of 3.5 (NHA1 B1) and 7 (NHA1 B2), and for NHA2 the 

population doubling was 3.4. 
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Chapter 4: Novel association of polymorphic genetic variants with 
predictors of outcome of catheter ablation in atrial fibrillation: new 

directions from a prospective study (DECAF)1 

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have allowed the genetics of disease 

to move beyond the Mendelian “one-gene/one phenotype” model [193].  However, many 

of the SNPs associated with affected phenotypes are located in non-coding regions of the 

genome, making the mechanistic effect of such SNPs difficult to determine.  Any single 

SNP discovered in this fashion may only confer a small amount of risk, thus necessitating 

an understanding of how such SNPs affect gene expression during development and in an 

adult to cause a disease phenotype in an individual. 

The ENCODE project and similar consortia have vastly increased the amount of 

genomic data available in a number of widely used cell lines, some immortal, some 

primary, as well as healthy human tissues [4, 194].  These data provide a window into the 

non-sequence based human genome, and allow us to see regulatory functions of DNA. 

Identifying the regulatory regions proximal to a non-coding but risk associated SNP 

allows for some elucidation of which regions of the genome may function synergistically 

[195].  Identifying which genes or transcripts are located on the same topologically 

associated domain (TAD) as the SNP in question decreases the search space for 

mechanistic effects, and limits which genes may be affected by a given SNP [196]. 

                                                
1This work was published in Mohanty S1, Hall AW1 et al., Novel association of polymorphic genetic 
variants with predictors of outcome of catheter ablation in atrial fibrillation: new directions from a  
prospective study (DECAF). J Interv Card Electrophysiol. 2016 Jan;45(1):7-17. VRI, AWH and MM 
conceived the study and designed the experiments. AWH performed the experiments, collected the data and 
analyzed the data.  AWH and MM wrote the manuscript.  For this chapter, AWH reanalyzed the data. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Atrial fibrillation (AF) is an intriguing model for understanding the effects of risk-

associated SNPs for several reasons:  it is relatively common, with 2% of the US 

population affected (~6 million individuals, [197]), it is relatively easy to diagnose an AF 

episode using an EKG, and there are numerous GWAS SNPs associated with AF.  While 

AF is comparatively easy to identify during an episode, treatment remains a more 

difficult prospect. Catheter ablation is a relatively recent noninvasive surgical option for 

treatment of AF that involves mapping the electrical conductivity of the heart using 

catheters that enter the body through the femoral vein.  Areas of aberrant electrical 

activity are ablated using high frequency radio waves to prevent the arrhythmia from 

occuring in the future.  Several drugs exist for controlling arrhythmias, but all have a 

substantial risk of side effects.  As such, catheter ablation is emerging as a superior 

option for long-term treatment of AF [198, 199].   

However, catheter ablation has an initial success rate of 67-77% for the first 

procedure, with higher success rates only occurring after multiple ablations [200].  There 

are several reasons for this variability in response to catheter ablation: advanced age, 

metabolic syndrome, preexisting scarring in the left atrium, and triggers originating from 

non-pulmonary vein sites (non-PV), all contribute to adverse outcomes following catheter 

ablation [201-203].  The common comorbidies indicate that individuals can be 

genetically predisposed to AF.  The first GWAS for AF was published in 2007 [204], and 

identified the SNP rs2200733, located on chromosome 4q25, as a risk allele associated 

with AF.  Since then, a number of additional GWAS for AF have concluded, and 
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identified a number of additional SNPs associated with AF risk [205-208].  However, 

these studies are comparisons of cases and controls, and do not allow for examination, in 

a population of individuals with AF, what SNPs may be determinants of response to 

treatment.  Therefore, we designed the prospective study: Determining the association of 

chromosomal variants with non-PV triggers and ablation-outcome in AF (DECAF).  

Here, we examined the effects of 16 GWAS SNPs associated with AF on individual 

response to catheter ablation therapy, coupled with metadata on patient phenotypes such 

as left atrial scar and non-PV triggers. 

RESULTS 

371 patients with AF were genotyped and assessed for AF characteristics 
400 consenting patients scheduled to undergo cardiac ablation were enrolled in 

the study, and blood was collected as described in the methods section.  Genomic DNA 

isolation and genotyping was attempted for all 400 samples and 29 samples were 

excluded due to a lack of consensus during genotyping or low quality DNA.  371 samples 

were successfully genotyped and included in this analysis, and the characteristics for this 

population are described in Table 4.1.  We collected data on the location of the AF 

trigger sites in each patient, and for many (but not all) patients, the presence of left atrial 

scarring.  Non-PV triggers were detected in 40 (27 %) patients with paroxysmal AF 

(PAF), 123 (70 %) persistent AF, and 46 (92 %) long-standing persistent (LSP) patients. 

Information on presence of LA scar at the time of ablation procedure was available for 

276 patients; LA scar was observed in 40 of 99 (41 %) PAF patients, 87 of 134 (65 %) 

persistent AF, and 28 of 43 (65 %) LSP-AF patients. 
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Table 4.1: Characteristics of the study population (n = 371). 

CVA cerebrovascular accident, TIA transient ischemic attack, LVEF left ventricular 
ejection fraction, LSP long-standing persistent AF. 
 

SNPs associations with non-PV trigger present and absent 
 Three SNPs predicted some aspects of non-PV trigger risk (Table 4.2). The 

presence of non-PV triggers was associated with rs2106261 as well as rs6843082 for the 

additive model. rs2106261 is located in an intron of the gene ZFHX3, a transcriptional 

regulator involved in myocyte differentiation [209].  rs6843082 is associated with a risk 

of ischemic stroke [210], and is 150 kb upstream of PITX2, near the non-coding RNA 

LINC01438.  PITX2 delimits sinoatrial node formation in the developing heart through 

microRNA regulation [211].  For the SNP rs1448817, the group without non-PV triggers 

is substantially more likely to be homozygous for the minor allele genotype with the 

recessive model.  rs1448817 is 80 kb upstream of PITX2. 

 

Age, year 64±11 

Male  249 (67%) 

AF Type   

      Paroxysmal 146 (39%) 

      Persistent 175 (47%) 

      LSP 50 (13%) 

Body Mass Index 30±6.5 

Diabetes 82 (22%) 

Hypertension 245 (66%) 

Coronary Artery Disease 64 (17%) 

CVA/TIA 22 (5.9%) 

LVEF, % 57±9 

Left atrial size, cm 4.59±0.74 
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SNP Non-PV trigger      
present (n=209) 

Non-PV trigger                        
absent (n=162)    

(Minor allele 
[a], major 
allele [A]) 

AA Aa  aa AA Aa aa additive dominant recessive χ2 

rs11047543 
(A, G) 163 42 4 121 39 2 0.5491 0.4616 0.7000 0.5910 

rs13376333 
(T, C) 96 95 18 70 73 19 0.4790 0.6738 0.3831 0.5940 

rs1448817 
(G, A) 88 102 19 62 73 27 0.2596 0.5223 0.0381 0.0895 

rs16997168 
(T, C) 122 73 14 92 60 9 0.9189 0.8324 0.8286 0.8428 

rs17042171 
(A, C) 134 64 11 91 60 11 0.1017 0.1341 0.6586 0.2965 

rs17375901 
(T, C) 186 23 0 147 14 1 0.7365 0.6094 0.4367 0.4001 

rs2106261 
(T, C) 124 73 12 102 53 7 0.0011 0.5203 0.6722 0.7086 

rs251253 
(T,C) 29 108 71 24 80 58 0.8843 0.8814 0.6669 0.8884 

rs3807989 
(A, G) 86 89 32 66 79 17 0.9182 0.9153 0.2160 0.3064 

rs3825214 
(G, A) 135 69 5 111 48 3 0.4476 0.4404 1.0000 0.7163 

rs6599230 
(T, C) 127 69 13 90 59 13 0.2652 0.3397 0.5423 0.5615 

rs6666258 
(C, G) 96 95 18 70 73 19 0.4790 0.6738 0.3831 0.5937 

rs6843082 
(G, A) 105 85 18 67 72 23 0.0443 0.0929 0.0978 0.1091 

rs7164883 
(G, A) 142 60 6 104 53 5 0.4503 0.4381 1.0000 0.7096 

rs7193343 
(T, C) 117 80 12 103 52 6 0.0980 0.1353 0.4681 0.2661 

rs8192284 
(C, A) 70 103 35 65 73 23 0.1720 0.1926 0.5652 0.4016 

 

Table 4.2: SNP frequencies in non-PV trigger present and absent 

See Methods for the definitions of additive, dominant, and recessive models. 
 χ2, chi squared test.  Values in red are less than 0.05. 

Non-PV trigger in persistent and non-persistent AF 
 We identified one SNP associated with an absence of non-PV triggers in 

persistent AF (Table 4.3).  Persistent AF is non-episodic, and occurs constantly, or nearly 

so.  In the population surveyed here, non-PV triggers are more likely to be absent in 
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persistent AF, and studies of catheter ablation in patients with persistent AF recommend 

routine encircling of the pulmonary veins to improve the probability of success [212].  

Both rs7193343 and rs2106261 are located in the same intron of ZFHX3, separated by a 

stretch of 23 kb. 

 

SNP Non-PV Trigger 
Present (n=40) Non-PV Trigger Absent (n=106) 	  

(Minor allele 
[a], major 
allele [A]) 

AA Aa  aa AA Aa aa additive dominant recessive χ2 

rs11047543 
(A, G) 34 5 1 77 28 1 0.2060 0.1338 0.4743 0.1665 

rs13376333 
(T, C) 18 18 4 50 48 8 0.8580 0.8541 0.7364 0.8858 

rs1448817 
(G, A) 18 17 5 39 53 14 0.3660 0.4472 1.0000 0.6528 

rs16997168 
(T, C) 20 16 4 63 38 4 0.2097 0.3481 0.2165 0.2684 

rs17042171 
(A, C) 27 9 4 58 45 3 0.3755 0.1904 0.0896 0.0294 

rs17375901 
(T, C) 36 4 0 97 9 0 0.7519 0.7519 1.0000 0.7752 

rs2106261 
(T, C) 19 17 4 66 34 6 0.1073 0.1328 0.4621 0.2479 

rs251253 
(T,C) 7 22 11 16 53 37 0.6201 0.7997 0.4319 0.6933 

rs3807989 
(A, G) 20 15 5 46 50 10 0.5964 0.5764 0.5555 0.5611 

rs3825214 
(G, A) 29 11 0 75 30 1 0.8408 1.0000 1.0000 0.8202 

rs6599230 
(T, C) 25 13 2 67 33 6 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.9789 

rs6666258 
(C, G) 18 18 4 50 48 8 0.8580 0.8541 0.7364 0.8858 

rs6843082 
(G, A) 24 12 4 46 50 10 0.1090 0.0947 1.0000 0.1576 

rs7164883 
(G, A) 28 10 2 71 32 3 1.0000 0.8433 0.6148 0.7012 

rs7193343 
(T, C) 17 19 4 65 35 5 0.0314 0.0406 0.2608 0.0921 

rs8192284 
(C, A) 14 22 4 43 51 11 0.5832 0.5714 1.0000 0.7768 

Table 4.3: Non-PV trigger present versus absent in persistent AF 
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 Several SNPs were significantly associated with the presence of non-PV triggers 

in the non-persistent AF group.  Four SNPs were associated with the presence of non-PV 

triggers using the recessive model: rs13376333, rs1448817, rs17042171, and rs6666258. 

rs13376333 and rs6666258 are 87 bases apart, located in an intron of the potassium 

calcium-activated ion channel KCNN3, involved in atrial repolarization [207]. rs1448817 

is upstream of PITX2, rs17042171 is in an intron of ZFHX3. 

SNP Non-PV Trigger 
Present (n=169) Non-PV Trigger Absent (n=56) 	  

(Minor allele 
[a], major 
allele [A]) 

AA Aa  aa AA Aa  aa additive dominant recessive χ2 

rs11047543 
(A, G) 129 37 3 44 11 1 0.8593 0.8553 1.0000 0.9383 

rs13376333 
(T, C) 78 77 14 20 25 11 0.0795 0.2137 0.0267 0.0512 

rs1448817 
(G, A) 70 85 14 23 20 13 0.5585 1.0000 0.0074 0.0077 

rs16997168 
(T, C) 102 57 10 29 22 5 0.2342 0.2770 0.5357 0.4788 

rs17042171 
(A, C) 107 55 7 33 15 8 0.2366 0.6337 0.0137 0.0292 

rs17375901 
(T, C) 150 19 0 50 5 1 0.8132 1.0000 0.2489 0.1989 

rs2106261 
(T, C) 105 56 8 36 19 1 0.6434 0.8736 0.4570 0.6210 

rs251253 
(T,C) 22 86 60 8 27 21 0.8272 0.8226 0.8727 0.9253 

rs3807989 
(A, G) 66 74 27 20 29 7 0.8780 0.6379 0.6680 0.5961 

rs3825214 
(G, A) 106 58 5 36 18 2 1.0000 0.8742 1.0000 0.9389 

rs6599230 
(T, C) 102 56 11 23 26 7 0.0081 0.0134 0.1618 0.0344 

rs6666258 
(C, G) 78 77 14 20 25 11 0.0795 0.2137 0.0267 0.0512 

rs6843082 
(G, A) 81 73 14 21 22 13 0.0452 0.2150 0.0075 0.0114 

rs7164883 
(G, A) 114 50 4 33 21 2 0.2092 0.2563 0.6414 0.4663 

rs7193343 
(T, C) 100 61 8 38 17 1 0.2157 0.2711 0.4570 0.4004 

rs8192284 
(C, A) 56 81 31 22 22 12 0.5383 0.4229 0.6956 0.5093 

Table 4.4: Non-PV trigger present versus absent in non-persistent AF 
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 Two additional SNPs were associated with the presence of non-PV triggers in 

non-persistent AF.  rs6599230 was associated with non-PV triggers in the additive and 

dominant models, while rs6843082 was associated with with non-PV triggers in the 

additive and recessive models. rs6599230 is a synonymous variant in an exon of SCN5A 

– the codon change from GCA to GCG keeps the residue an alanine in either case.  

Across the non-persistent AF group, three SNPs were also significantly different between 

the non-PV trigger present and non-PV trigger absent group for non-persistent AF, using 

the chi-squared test of independence (rs17042171, rs6599230, rs6843082). 

SNP association with LA scar risk 
 A single SNP is associated with an increase in the presence of scarring on the left 

atrium: rs3807989. This SNP is located in an intron of caveolin-1 (CAV1).  For AF, the G 

allele is associated with risk, however this SNP is also associated with differences in the 

PR interval (a measure of atrial and atrial ventricular node conduction [213]) and these 

traits are associated with the A allele [214, 215].  This SNP also tests with a low value for 

the chi squared test of independence, indicating that the incidence of this polymorphism 

between the LA scar present and LA scar absent groups is truly different. 

DISCUSSION 
 Although our population of patients with AF was small, several SNPs were 

associated with the overall presence of non-PV triggers in AF, as well as in persistent and 

non-persistent AF, and with left atrial scarring.  This is impressive given the total 

population surveyed is only 371 individuals.  However, when multiple testing corrections 
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are applied to this data, only a single SNP retains significance: rs2106261 for an overall 

association with the presence of non-PV triggers.  In larger studies of AF that retain 

metadata, it may be interesting to test for population specific associations of the above 

SNPs that did not survive multiple testing corrections. 

From a mechanistic perspective, none of the associated SNPs caused amino acid 

changes in protein-coding genes, so the mechanism of the risk effect is likely subtle. 

SNP LA Scar Present 
(n=156) 

No LA Scar              
(n=120) 	 	  

(Minor allele 
[a], major 
allele [A]) 

AA Aa  aa AA Aa  aa additive dominant recessive χ2 

rs11047543 
(A, G) 121 33 1 90 28 2 0.4825 0.5677 0.5823 0.6515 

rs13376333 
(T, C) 70 70 16 54 53 13 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.9855 

rs1448817 
(G, A) 60 79 17 46 59 15 1.0000 1.0000 0.7076 0.9139 

rs16997168 
(T, C) 96 52 8 65 41 13 0.1273 0.2677 0.1069 0.1698 

rs17042171 
(A, C) 95 53 8 71 42 7 0.8113 0.8048 0.7959 0.9434 

rs17375901 
(T, C) 137 18 1 110 10 0 0.3294 0.3291 1.0000 0.4565 

rs2106261 
(T, C) 90 58 8 69 43 8 0.9060 1.0000 0.6122 0.8560 

rs251253 
(T, C) 26 73 56 17 67 36 0.7440 0.6174 0.3048 0.3556 

rs3807989 
(A, G) 68 60 27 46 64 10 0.8116 0.3887 0.0326 0.0197 

rs3825214 
(G, A) 98 52 6 75 43 2 0.8074 1.0000 0.4725 0.5391 

rs6599230 
(T, C) 97 48 11 72 43 5 1.0000 0.8033 0.4372 0.4598 

rs6666258 
(C, G) 70 70 16 54 53 13 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.9855 

rs6843082 
(G, A) 73 66 16 54 51 15 0.6424 0.8074 0.5713 0.9176 

rs7164883 
(G, A) 100 51 5 82 33 4 0.4556 0.4414 1.0000 0.6755 

rs7193343 
(T, C) 86 62 8 68 44 7 0.8133 0.8065 0.7949 0.8809 

rs8192284 
(C, A) 57 78 21 42 58 19 0.8070 0.8993 0.2226 0.8429 

Table 4.5: SNP associations for left atrial scar present versus absent 
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 rs13376333 and  rs1448817 are both upstream of the homeodomain gene PITX2. 

Increased expression of PITX2 is observed in cardiac myocytes from chronic AF patients, 

and this increased expression results in a decrease of the voltage-gated Ca++ current and 

increase of the slow delayed inward rectifying potassium channel current [216].  PITX2 is 

specifically expressed in the left atrium, and a change in expression causes increased 

susceptibility to AF rhythms [217]. An increase in WNT8 expression is implicated as the 

cause in in vitro models [218].  Mouse models with a knockout of PITX2 results in an 

impairment of the associated genes ZFHX3 (rs17042171, rs2106261) and KCNN3 

(rs13376333 and rs6666258). A knockdown of ZFHX3 is associated with 

arrhythmogenesis and disregulation of calcium homeostasis in atrial myocytes [219]. 

 This data captured one association with an increase in left atrial scarring 

(rs3807989), however this SNP has risk associations with both alleles across multiple 

GWAS studies [208, 213-215].  This makes a mechanism difficult to determine, but may 

indicate this locus is associated with modulation of a profibrotic response [220].  Fibrosis 

is frequently identified in the left atrium of long-term AF patients, and this is associated 

with activation of the EMT [221, 222].  The widespread changes in gene expression 

brought on by the existence of AF (likely associated with changes in PITX2 expression) 

may cause changes in tissue composition that change the electrical conductivity in the left 

atrium, disrupting the pacemaking activity of the sinoatrial node and causing arrhythmia. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
This prospective single-center pilot study enrolled 400 consecutive AF patients 

undergoing catheter ablation at Texas Cardiac Arrhythmia Institute, St. David’s Medical 
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Center, Austin, TX, from December 20, 2012, to August 30, 2013. Patients with bleeding 

disorders and inability to provide written informed consent were excluded from the study. 

Echocardiograms were performed on all patients before ablation to obtain measurements 

on LA diameter and left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF).  Institutional protocol for 

standard mapping and ablation procedure was followed by all physicians as described in 

detail in our earlier publications [223]. The study was approved by our institutional 

review boards and registered at clinicaltrials.gov (NCT01751607). It was conducted in 

collaboration with department of Molecular Biosciences, University of Texas (UT) at 

Austin. 

Statistical Analysis 
We used R software for all statistical analysis (version 3.1.1).  We stratified the 

results by population into three groups: Non PV triggers present versus Non PV triggers 

absent, persistent AF versus non-persistent AF, and left atrial scar versus no left atrial 

scar.  For each SNP, we used three models of calculating the contribution of risk to each: 

recessive, dominant, and additive.  The recessive model only counts a genotype of “aa” 

or two recessive risk alleles as a success when calculating contingency tables.  The 

dominant model presumes any presence of the risk allele contributes to disease phenotype 

and counts “Aa” and “aa” genotypes as a success, values being held even for both.  The 

additive model counts “Aa” and “aa” as a success, but since the recessive genotype “aa” 

contains two copies of the risk allele, it is counted twice.  For these three models, for all 

data included in this study, we used Fisher’s Exact Test for count data to calculate P-

values, and also calculated the Chi-squared test for independence for each group, as a 
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validation that the frequency of a given SNP is truly different across the two compared 

groups. 

Whole blood collection and storage 
 

For each patient, 3 mL of whole blood was collected in sodium-heparin tubes. 

Tubes were labeled with a unique anonymous identifier and stored in a −80 °C freezer in 

the St. David’s Medical Center main laboratory. Frozen samples were batch collected 

weekly and transported on dry ice to the Iyer lab at the University of Texas at Austin. 

After transport, sample tubes were stored in a −80 °C freezer until processing. SNP 

analysis of all DNA specimens was conducted simultaneously at the end of the study. 

The researchers at UT Austin responsible for genotyping were blinded about the clinical 

characteristics and identification of the study participants. 

DNA purification protocol 
 

Genomic DNA was isolated from the whole blood using the QIAamp DNA Blood 

Mini kit (51106, Qiagen, Venlo, Netherlands). Heparin was removed from the purified 

genomic DNA using Bacteroides Heparinase I (P0735L, New England Biolabs, Ipswitch, 

MA). Briefly, 24 units of enzyme were added to the genomic DNA and digestion was run 

in a heat block for 2 h at 30 °C. After completion of the digestion, the reaction was 

phenol-chloroform extracted twice using phenol/chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1, 

15593-031, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) in phase-lock tubes (2302830 5-Prime, 

Hilden, Germany). The aqueous layer was precipitated in 100 % ethanol at −80 °C for 20 

min, and then centrifuged at 4 °C at maximum speed for 15 min in a refrigerated 
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microfuge. DNA pellets were washed once with 70 % ethanol and centrifuged at 

maximum speed at room temperature for 5 min. Pellets were dried of ethanol for 15 min 

on the bench top and resuspended in 20 μl of diethylpyrocarbonate (DEPC)-treated water 

(AM9906, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA). The concentration of each sample was 

quantitated using a NanoDrop ND-1000 (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). These 

concentrations were used to make 50 ng/μl stocks of the genomic DNA in 96-well plates. 

SNP genotyping assays 
 

Genotyping of the samples was performed using a custom made OpenArray 

loaded with TaqMan SNP genotyping assays. The following 16 SNPs were genotyped: 

rs16997168, rs1448817, rs17042171, rs6843082, rs13376333, rs2106261, rs17375901, 

rs3807989, rs11047543, rs7193343, rs3825214, rs7164883, rs251253, rs8192284, 

rs6666258, and rs6599230. To run each OpenArray, 2.5 μl of genomic DNA was added 

to a 384 deep-well plate and mixed with 2.5 μl of TaqMan OpenArray Genotyping 

Master Mix (4404846, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA). The 384 deep-well plates were 

then used by the OpenArray AccuFill System (4457243, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, 

CA) to fill each OpenArray plate. Samples were run in triplicate on each plate (48 

individuals per plate) and OpenArrays were filled 2 at a time. After filling and sealing the 

OpenArray, the plates were run using a QuantStudio 12K Flex system (4471090, Life 

Technologies, Carlsbad, CA), utilizing the OpenArray specifications for PCR and plate 

reading after completion of PCR in the DNA Core Facility at UT Austin. After the PCR 

reactions were complete, the fluorescence values for the plate were analyzed using a plate 
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reading utility. This software reads the fluorescence values for each well of the PCR plate 

and determines what alleles are present in each individual for each SNP. 

The raw genotyping data were initially analyzed for consistency across 

individuals and SNP genotypes using TaqMan Genotyper Software (Applied 

Biosystems). While we began our analysis with whole blood samples from 400 

individuals, we removed 29 of those samples from our final analysis for several reasons. 

If we were unable to obtain a consensus genotype after running the SNP assays in 

triplicate two times, we discarded that sample. We also discarded samples that displayed 

very low amplification signals for our assays and samples where the replicates did not 

cluster together after running triplicate experiments twice. We were able to retain 371 of 

the 400 samples (92.75 %) for our final analysis. 
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Chapter 5: Future directions 

The era of genomics is firmly upon us.  As the cost of high-throughput 

sequencing drops, the amount of sequencing data is increasing at an exponential pace 

[224, 225]. As a whole, the field has noticed this massive influx of data, and the potential 

issues involved in reproducibility of complex experiments, and quality control of 

sequence data [226, 227].  More data is not necessarily better, and care should be taken to 

ensure what questions we ask are feasible to answer with a given experimental design 

[228].  From here, the challenge is to develop tractable, patient relevant, modern models 

of disease, and couple these with best practices in data and experiment reproducibility. 

Chromatin modifiers as drugable targets; Wnt and Hh in cancer 

Bulk GBM tumors contain a signature reminiscent of glioma stem cells that 

suggests Wnt and Hh signaling are important aspects in GBM stemness.  The signatures 

identified in Chapter 2 indicate that Wnt and Hh signaling pathways control enhancer and 

bivalent domains in GBM tumors in a subtype specific manner.  As the Wnt and Hh 

pathways are important therapeutic targets, there are many small molecule inhibitors 

currently in development [229-231].  However, this raises an important question: since 

the main effectors of the Wnt and Hh signaling pathways (WNT1 and SHH, respectively) 

in GBM are bivalent, how can these pathways be targeted pharmacologically?  Clearly 

the repressive H3K27me3 signal must be removed before these genes can be expressed 

(and targeted), so a multi-layered strategy is required.   

First, application of a chromatin modifier (such as the H3K27 demethylases 
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JMJD3 [232] or UTX [233]) to remove the repressive H3K27me3 marks proximal to 

bivalent Wnt and Hh pathway effectors, followed by treatment with Wnt and Hh pathway 

inhibitors to prevent cell proliferation [234]. Chromatin modifiers are altering the 

treatment landscape in GBM, with multiple phase II clinical trials for HDAC inhibitors, 

so a complicated treatment regimen today is not necessarily impossible [235].  This type 

of combination therapy would be complex, and requires extensive preclinical validation 

in a model of GBM that recapitulates essential clinical features to ensure that the drugs 

involved have a robust response in GBM lesions, which are notoriously heterogeneous in 

nature. 

Better in vitro models of disease 

The above example indicates that the biomedical field has outgrown many old in 

vitro model systems.  The era of relying on a small number of immortal and highly 

domesticated cell lines to define genetically complex diseases is drawing to a close.  The 

field requires models that directly reflect essential characteristics of the disease in 

question.  Emerging techniques in genetic engineering and cell culture offer compelling 

paths to this end. Models of stem cells for specific cancers (cancer stem cells, CSCs) are 

becoming more widespread.  Chapter 3 brought up the concept of glioma stem cells 

(GSCs) as a model of the multipotent self-renewing cells present in GBM tumors.  GSCs 

recapitulate the essential characteristics of GBM more effectively than established cell 

line models.  However, improvements in cell culture techniques mean that existing cell 

lines (and the data derived from these lines) can still be useful [236].   
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Improved CSC culture is one aspect of building more relevant models of disease; 

induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) are important paradigm as well. Subtle changes in 

somatic cells over time can result in a cancer, but this takes years.  Taking a skin tissue 

sample from a patient with cancer or a genetic disease allows for an understanding of 

how an individual genetic background influences disease progression or response to 

therapy.  Coupled with organoid culture, tissue-specific drug responses can be measured.  

This has been done to great effect in the intestinal organoids of cystic fibrosis patients 

[237], in cerebellar organoids to model CNS development and microcephaly [238], and in 

patient-derived cardiomyocytes [239]. 

The existence of novel tools doesn’t mean that studying primary tissue is no 

longer necessary, only that it can be recapitulated by using less invasive methods.  

Examining gene expression and chromatin states in primary tissue provides the most 

accurate (if most complex) view of transcriptional regulation across the genome.  Cell 

culture based models should be checked against primary tissue examples to ensure that 

the model matches the phenotype in uncultured material.  Cell culture based models can 

assist in study of primary tissue as well – understanding which cell surface markers 

define tissue-specific stem cells (or other specific populations) can assist in their isolation 

from primary tissue.  Methods such as flow cytometry can assist by purifying specific 

sub-populations of cells from primary tissue for further interrogation [240, 241].  

Coupling flow sorting with chromatin immunoprecipitation and RNA sequencing 

protocols optimized for low numbers of input cells [242, 243] will allow for more 

specific expression, and chromatin based definitions of specific populations of cells from 
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healthy and diseased tissue. 

Noncoding genetic polymorphisms and chromatin topologies  
The above examples deal with gross abnormalities in chromatin structure that 

drastically affect the underlying functionality of the cell(s) and create a clearly neoplastic 

or diseased state.  Most genetic effects are orders of magnitude more subtle than cancer.  

Genetic variation among individuals generally works on a less severe level than 

megabase-scale losses or gains of genetic material [244].  The SNPs genotyped in 

Chapter 4 are subtle, but still cause a small detectable effect in phenotype in some 

subpopulations.  Most human genetic variation works in this manner, and while GWAS 

studies establish genomic regions of interest, they do not put forward a probable model of 

effect.   

Despite these difficult to detect outcomes, studies in chromatin topology are 

revealing potential mechanisms of action [245, 246].  In certain cases, the presence of a 

single nucleotide polymorphism can change a long-range chromosomal interaction [247].  

The use of iPSCs to directly model disease in the genetic background of any specific 

patient is bringing clarity to aspects of disease phenotypes as diverse as macular 

degeneration, spinal muscular atrophy, cystic fibrosis, and cardiovascular disease [239, 

248-250].  Coupling these specific models with directed genome editing using CRISPR-

Cas9 type systems is the first step in targeted gene therapies to prevent disease states 

from occurring in genetically predisposed individuals [251-253]. 
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